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SECTION I

ANTRODliTION

Sell-paced instruction in the NaVy is being criticized-for:producing
.graduates who. have, not retained the information taught. and who cannot

perform on the job.' Inhe face of such criticism, some self-paCed courses
may be converted back to conventional group-paced instruction..

Unfortunately, there is widespread misconception in the Navy about

self-paced instruction. It suppotes that the huge differences in student
abilities can somehow be accommodated by merely allowing the time for
learning to vary. It also supposes that when yOu'call.a.course "self-paced".
it is. equivalent to individualized instruction ,(II). In fact,
individualized instruction requires the use of a'.nUmber of sound
instructional elements; self-pacing is Only_one of these elements:.

Self-paced'. instruction,. with some, additional individualization of

instruction, was implemented in the Navy to provide effective instruction at
lower cost: 'This endeavor has lead to a proliferation of nearly 200 such
courses affecting nearly 100,000 students yearly. These attempts to modify
strategy have yielded .a number of ways in which courses are taught. Some of
these .attempts _have been highly successful; others are criticized as

ineffective. Disagreement over i.the effectiveness of a given method., of

delivery of instruction; may be due to the various meanings attributed, to,
, !self-paced" initructiod.

..,

Some ,timi.;:fagd,, The Training Analysis and ,Evaluation 'Group' (TAEG)
pointed.,,okethls, 'confusion in terminology and recommended a comprehensive
,survey-., :estoblii§h _the types and extent of 'II in use dn' the Nailfy.

(Zaikowsi, Heidt, Corey, Mew, and Micheli, 1979). Later, Hall andjreda
, (1982) suggested that there are apparently many meanings to II, arkwthat it

is not a unitary concept. Both reports show there is a need to identify and
to differentiate 'the variety of instructional practices now categorized as
II in the Nav41 Education and Training Command (NAVEDTRACOM). Consequently,
the Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET)-tasked.theTAEG to conduct
a study of the variations in this type of instruction.2

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY.

The. purpose of the present study is t6 identifr.and document the 'range
of "Instructional activities present in courses thought to, be
"individualized" by the NAVEDTRACOM. A model of individualized instruction
is developed to provide'a basis for qualitative assessment and as a guide
for development of courses. Proposed/changes to existing 'directives are
provided to gbide course. Aesigners in creating appropriate, efficient and e.
effective instruction.

A

.

1Commander Patrol .Wings Pacific ltr ser 70/1065 of 31 August 1982.

2CNET.Codp 022 ltr to CNTT of 5 April 1982.

A.
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k.

DEFINITIONS

Three categories of instruction characterize the treatment' that:will'
follow. They are: conventional, mixed, and self-paced inStructiory.

Individualized irfstruction-can Occur .within these Categories by degrees.

CONVENTIONAL INSTRUCTION (CI). The central features of CI .include group-.
pacing, Tectures; students selected with similar' academie, aptitudes, and a
Single form .of instructional. material'. Conventional instruction appears to
'prohibit features that would individualize the instruct ion; however, many.
instructors have developed subtle wayS' of individualizing . within the,

constraints. of this seemingTy invariant model.c).

MIXED INSTRUCTION '(MIX). °The term "mixed instruction', is operationally
defined' to represent. courses reporting between 5 and ''90 .percent.. "self-
.pacing" in tige preliminary survet:conductedfor7this study:

. _

SELF-PACED INSTRUCTION''(SP).: ThiS type of-instruction allows students of
different aptitudes and previous knowledge to progress through a program at
theit own rates. While nat inherent in the definition, many.assume-the'term.,
"self- paced" 'instruction --includes many 4of Ape: other characteristics of
individualized instruction in addition to releasing the stUdent from time

:constraints. This study does not make such assumptiOns.

INDIVIDUALIZED- INSTRUCTION'(II), This term, is defined as instructional"
activity designed to accommodate individual huMan differences:in background,
skill level, aptitudes, and earning styles,4haracterizeb'by (1), releasing- -

of time constraints, .(2).cho ce of instructional media, and (3) adjustment
:to skill levels sand learn r characteristics (Zajkowski,' et al., 1979)'.
_Additionally, those o era ions in tradi-iional classrooms, self-paced
.learning centers, an mixed environments that bring 'about -:Gthel

.

individualizing. of the instruction are' _These, operations. are
further defined in.the following paragraphs.

J
QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION. (.QI). Six .elements.of quality instruction'. wiTlbe
used.,in'studying all of the courses seleCted in .the, used in 'the'
present study. They dee9based on the work of Bloom -(1976) and;
toIpleagueS -wgo.have developed a system of Learning, for Mastery 1BlooM,
1968V Here,, courses are assessed in terms of the extent to which the
,T OTIO4in.g .six elements (identified by, Bloom) are present: '

'

.

. -%

1. Prerequisites .(PRQ). These are the cognitive entry behaviors, that
are measured by the Armed 'Services Vocational Aptitude Battery reading.and' 1
computational scores, or similar. achievement tests'. Other achievement. tests
show the students' readimess.for. learning a particularlesson or module of
instruction. AffectiVe entry behaviors are attitudes-reflected'in meastres.,
of motivation and perseverance: -The most adaptive'inttruction accommodates
student variation, in both-the cognitive and affective entry behavioWs in
deciding specific instruction for a given student:

f

6
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_Cues (COE): These are the signals telling the students what it is
hey'. must -.learn. They /are a major part of the instructional materials'
neckage, as 1.411. ash the on-the-block instructor's lecture,. Learning
objectives, the, format of printed materials, the rubrics and headings,*
graPhicS; diagrams, mnemonics, Crenionstrations, topic sentences, and verbal
prOmpts are but some of the cues that bombard a student in the typical
'dfassrooM., leafting,cehter, or laboratory.

3. Participation (PAR). This is the extent to which students are
given opportunities to practice and rehearse that which they are to learn.
It includes exercise materials' immediately fol lowing a small segment 'of
activity ,.and the distributed practice of this activity over a period of

s:time.." To learn something, the student. must do something. This "doing" may
be either in the form, of drill, 'exercises, or quietly thinking about
something related to the module -of instruction.. Since there is a very, high
relationship between intensity and time' spent with' amount 'of learning' on a
topic, it is the aim of effective instruction to keep the -Student' s mind
engaged in the subject matter.- Daydreaming cannot count as study time.
Appropriate teaching .td,Chnique's and appropiate practice materials Coan
the high, degree of invelvenent necessary in students to hasten them along
paths of learning. Breaks in the class period can be productive: in PAR only
if the 'Students talk about that which they have been doing.

4. Reinforcement (RNF). Reinforcers strengthen the behavior that
'precedes them. They should be given after appropriate behavior and wjthheld
after inappropriite behavior. Reinforcer's are idiOsyncratic to students;
howeVer, there are some reinforcers that are 9enerally applicable. These
include+ praise, recognition, special privilege; and; indirectly, feelingt of
achievement.

. .

. J 5. Feedback (FBK), Providiaig students With information about
performance' serves not only to reinforce .successful behavior, but it also
proviMes guidance on what to study and how much effortito expend in meeting
course goals: Tests, quizzes, self tests, critiques,' oral and comprehensive
examinations, al 1 provide the student .information ',as to how. tiley are doing,
with relation. to enabling and terminal Yearningobjectives'. Such 'activities
are an important part in the design of instructional materials.

Correctives (COR). After feedback;shows the student that there is'
a difference between the demonstrated and the required performance .or
practice, adaptive' instruction calls for a presci-iption to get the student
back -on track Correctives are the presicribed alternate forms. of presenting
that which the student is to learn. The summary, narrative,. and programmed
instruction mentioned. in NAVEDTRA 110A could be used as correctives in
certain situations. Correctives are the learning activities that. adaptive
instruction uses to ensure that al 1 students have repeated opportunities to

t-l-earn .
-

1j

r
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PLAN OF THE STUDY

The study was conducted in the following sequence of activities:

* conducted review of the literature concernin. II (presented in
appendix Ell

distributed a. Course Description survey to 'a population of 201
courses categOrized as indiyidualized. instrirct ion

established categorie5 assessing' the.., variations
instructional practices,, -

.in,

determined a sample of .courses., fbr site visits and detailed..'r

analysis.of instructional prattices and materials used

site visited 37, courses and, administered a structured- interview
and quality of instruction questionnaire to a sample of students,
nstructors, and supervisors

oateggrized courses as conventional, .mixed,.: or self-paedd,*.
instruction and `examined the degree to which elements of quality
instruction' irl each category were .presenf :,-...

I
.

I

. . -

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

In addition to this introduction- the'report contains 'four .sectiOns and
Six appendices. Section II provides a detailed description of the approach
taken in the study, and also-describes the -,saniOle. and .ins'trument use'd
_gather data Section presents. the..'re5ults of the' 'analyses. -of data
Section: IV isadicus§ion of the results. Section V provides conclusions
and recommendations. Appendix A contains the 'Course Description Rim with a
tabulation ofresponses ,tb each item,. Appemdix B. presents the St-riictured
.Interview Form with- a 'summary of courseata eganiz:ed by'three-categories
of. II. ApPendix C contains the Quality of Instruction Questionnaire and the,_
scaled values for each item. Appendix D presents the .mean valves for each
item of the Quality of. Instruction Questionnaire as a funCtibn of type -,(3
II. Appendiz E gives ,a review of".liteature pertinent to the .rationale for
using the Quality of Instructioh variables in the. study. Appendix F
synthesizes the literature and study findings with a model of ',ideal
individualized instruction.:
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SECTION `II.
.

TECHNICAL' APPROACH
,'.

This - section describes the Simple, - they idevelopMent of the 'Course a
.Des'e ption Form used to obtain° informatiOn describing the various types of ,

- II urses, '.:ale:procedure for deciding. ,which. courses to visit fdr,Fore,-,
.deta led. infOrmation, the developmentl of a) quaffty of instruction,,
quest-onnaire .used to assess instructional. prac itet., iithin the variations' -

. of . II; an analysis or.studerit time taken to master instruction,. a .structured
'interview 'procedure, .And; the' ,major 'data.: anal, sis 'procedures-. : Throu_ghOut
tills section, there- are -.descriptions iof salient .characteilAic's of courses,. .

section,
,

. . . r .falling in ...each of .three categories,. -or,- variations: of,' .individualized
,

instruction. (VAR Y: conventional; mixed, and. self-paced.instruction.

- DESCRIPTION 'OF' THE LE -

fl.f. -study ,began with' a ,sury.ey of ,CourseS in 'the FY '1980 Master' Cou
Ref'erenc'e File of the Navy - 'Integrated Training and, Resources . AdminfStra
System,(NITRAS) whichwere listed as selfpaced, ,computer-Managed *(CMI), ori,
-having 'a combination of methods -,of. in ividualizing°, instruction. This search
yielded 199 Course Data Processing (CDP) numbers .;:, of ..wt4ich;.46,9 %fere."'

instruct'or-managed -instruct:I-0n, 11, w re cOmputer-manageil in§tketian, *and,-
119,'Were a combination of .these'-two thods.:' These: inetliodS'',wereIisted..iry,
NITRAS. as "P," "C,"or "Ire rispectivel -

. ..
...,,

. .-
,. .,.. e

To sel'eCt the .sample of coureges 'More detailed.canalysis, a, Courge
Description Form ° (CDF) was designed tool 'eli'c'it illformation; concerning
instructional pradtices, being used in course's identified in \NITMS as
co'ntaiping some degree .of ilk. The questions generally dealt.

adminfstration, and philosophies
,

-

.1,1.: 1. The use of instructor; _student;. study, and awaiting instrifetibn
times . Specific, questions deal with use, recording, and
percepti of these various types of

- .

Course administration' and organization: This category_ of questions
includes tucfrtoncept. as 'ci-iterion for maStery, use of feedback,
.types of reinforcement employed, media and ,instructjonal material.,
used, *numbers and type of personnel assigned, and 'relative
proportions; of instructional type (lecture, lab-, self - pacing)

. , ,..
8. Training philosophies: This group-of- questions. asseSsedbeliefs

f. and attitudes about the basic .ability of students to learn?..,the
level of achi,e'vewent:to..be, expected' of a cohort of studeints, and .

the confrol.rover'Pacing Of'..stutlents.

*e appendix 'A for specific questions dealing witheach of these areas:.,)

CDFs were Mailed to, 83 of the 199 potential target :coUrses:.' "Only!, o'ne
CDF was mai lei to courses 'having identical l course dent i at i on -numbers, Ana

.

8



titles, but varying CDPs at the -same -location.' An- examp the-,- Basic
Electricity and.Electronics (BE&E) course;' which was comprise_ of '24yCDPs' in

Y.Orlando, 30 at Great Lakes, .27.: at San 'Diego, and 9' at,'" Memphis.. Each-
location received only one ,CDF. Table', I., summarizes the number of qou'rses at .

each location and the hunter- of. COFstseht and us'd in this sttidys: / inc.ltided
instable 1 are two courses that later became available front the -Marine Corps'.
Communication-Electrohics School (MCCES) They, . a 'compbterasSisted
and an instructor-managed .course frOM MCCES, `Twentyh the Palms,', Ca i fermi a .

Both were versions .of the Communications Center Opei-atorat Course (.C.C.00)
taught by differing - -methods. - Of the 83 airs sent, .78 were returned or
accounted for--a. 94 percent return 'rate.' Based on these_rethrms4_641courses
were, suitable for analysis.

TABLE 1. POPULATION 0E-'NITRAS .600RSES BY LOCAFIO'N

Number of Numb,er of Course Number of, -CDF:s
C, ,or B DeScript In Included 3

Courses rOrMs Sent in Study,

'* SSC .0t-lando, FL
-kk` NTTC .Corry- Station, FL,
* NATTC" Memphis, TN
* SSC,. Great Lakes, IL

*-SSC San Diego, CA
FTC, San.Diego, CA
NTTC Meridian, MS

* FTC Sharl'eston, SC
* STC -Charleston, SC

NTTC Treasure Island
*' FTC Philadelphia, PA

NSS 'Groton', = CT

NATTC Lakehurst, NJ
FTC NorfolXc VA
NAMT Mill inglyn,,. TN-.

STC_.PAC Pearl Harbor,
4*.*MCCES 29 Palms, -CA

total

Lddaiions visited.
**Sampled cdurse not -1



...

. - Table 2 (-list's' tkie 64.- coOrs4 from. whicli uS*Able
/

CDFs- Were obtained. The,
table 'gives . 'a"., 'sequence *number, depicting the order the completed':

. questionnaires '-w'ere.returned;* the COP numberS, course short. title; location- 1.
t'he estimated .percent of the course- that was "self-paced" (lluestioh-No. 34
:on: fhe CDF), and, the number ofstudts, in ,annual- planned ihput. Ian,addition the.bliirses receiving 'a site visit are indicated by an 'asterisk., . '

"-.7.--$1 The CDF, was sent to the person "most knowledgeable" of the selected, ...--. ,
course.-.- A- cluster analysis of the responses to the original 62 Nayy.: CDFs
id- ,not. 'reveal clear patterns associated with variations ".in II; however,

thil.-,4 pformati on was_used-. to, -selectthe widest variety of instruc-tional
practices .'in courses at a given training 'location. CDF 'question No 31

,- "What perce of this courie is '1-Self-Paced'?" had the highest relationship- ,-
With' v'ariati ns. 'in II ,(VARI,I) . Thut. *this question tecame the basis for, the
.cate6ories'of, I -used .in this study. The percent of self-pacing in each of .

the .64 .courses , rom which- ,CDFs were-used is. listed ,in table. 2.

DESCRIPTION' OF THE CATEGORIES OF 11

sThree VARII were' identiffe'd. There were 7, 10, , and 20 courses,
-respe'ctively, in the -three categories. Those Courses reporting 0-4 percent

,self-paced on. CDF, question 31 were classified as conventional' instruction
`Thbse courses 5 to 90 percent Self=paced were classified mixed (MIX).

Cobrses- with 91 percent or greater were self=paced (SP). The analyses
::described here and the .results 'reported. lip section III are based on these
categories.; .

, .

Additional data from the CM mere analyzed to provide a more detailed
description of purses in the -three: VIL Tabulations were made for 'the
CDF_ questions 1ieiting freOency 'data; and univariate*.analyses of variance
were utilized .for the interval- and.' ratio-scaled- data. The following-
destribes some ,additional '...characteristics of the three categories of
courses: .'yThe most individualized' courses appear to' be more likely, to let__
the student' determine when break's were <to occur during the class day. In 7-t'addition these,, coulses. show more variability in the time taken to finish

the course. The thfee VARII differed in the hours in a, typical. class, day,
the learning minutes in a:- typical class -hour; the criterion fott mastery on a
.lesson or 'module, the amount of lecturing, the-amount of self~ -study, and the
use of study materials. Tables 3; 4,-, and 5 provide sLinpary data for these

-findings.
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Seq COP(S)

TABLE 2'. COURSE .POPULATION

Short
Title

Loca-
tion

%SP.

-(011)
Planned'
Input

* 1. 3665-3698 (3)''

*2: 604H-6550 (24)
*1. 303N
* 4.4 3197

*
lc' 6. 417M

7. 6059
* 8. 6522
* 9.'6102
10. 6057

*11. '6061 .

*12. 6501
13. '6161

*14. 6320.

15:,6302
16. 4376
17'. 6319

*1,8. 6580

*19. 6581
20. 9332,
21. 281V

*22. 403V
*23.- 5382 .

*24. 601R -6551 ,(30)

-*25.- 6144

*26. 5152
*27..5202
*28. 6269-6549 (27)
29. 6119
30. 2589
31. 6301.

. 32-, 6020'

*53. 8511
34.: 5540

*35. 6539:
5218-

37- 2869 ;

38. ,6492'

39. 6493
*40; 6486
*41: 6488
,c42. 6261-8562 (4)

*43. 6487 I
44. 6280-6284-14)

TIA
BE/4
CTO TACSOM
CTT ELINT OP
CTT WBS OP

NSGZJOOC,

. SK A',

AK A
PN A
YN. A ---

DK A

AD Al

CTM A
CTT SPE.
:CTT A Prep
CTT SNMC/0
CTT/ICR/Flex'
RM A Sea
RM A Shore
PCO /PXO Rev'

Corosion Cont
LC Intr
MSE CODE OP,
BE /E:_.

BaSic,

BAS DIG Fund,

Orlando
Orl ando

.Corry

Corry ..1

Corry
Corry
Meridian..

Meridian
Meridian'
Meridian
Meridian

Memphi

Corry
Corry
Corry,
Corry
Corry'

San Diego
San Diego
San Diego

lington
,Great Lakes
.San Diego

Great Lakes
San Diego
Charleston

100

100
0

75

90

0

100

90..

100'.

100
100

.6 60
5

5

100
0

0
.0
30

100

100
.100

100

10Q
100

GLPETE -Bas, Op Charles.tan 100

;13E/E t San .Diego -P
HT Treasure 15 ;7: 0

FUEL- PROBE- Treasure IS '0

A Corry I 0

-CTA A Corry y
GAS FREE ENG Ph 1 adel ph i a 0

'. DC REP PTY 'LDR PhiladelPhia 33
HT A-2 Philadelphia:. 99
DC ASST . Philadelphia 80

.BECTEC dreaf Lakes

MMCLA1200 Great Lakes 85

' IMMCLA 600 , Great takes go.
BT CL A usoo Great Lakes 90

BT ADV DPER:- Great Lakes . 0

PE Great Lakes 100
.EN CL A Great Lakes *. 65
AV FUN Lakehur-s

64

,. 140
-100

100

70

1079
722

1263
1844
350

1832

405

700
1325

50'

100'
..1582

-1545
15

.350'6
400

4761

. 3677.
295

'375;$

5654-'

-1124,

85

615

240
75'

.8a

1086,

198

104

2250
2737
2'250

600.
10248 ,

1'861'

1605
P
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TABLE 2. URSE POPULATION (cOnflnued)

45. 6519
46.'4509
47. .7764

48. 77.65

*50. 602D
51. 2694 -604.6 (3)
*52. 8981
*53: 540J
*54. 604J-6243 (6)
*55. 601B-6237 (9)
*56. 6210-6229 (17)
57. 6521

*58. 4piR
59. 501X
60..0228
61. &AC

*62. 6047
*63. USMC
*64. USMC

PR Bas LgkehUrst 0 7.. 57-9
PR Adv LakOurst '0 -102
NP/I/ L$ehtirst .0 139
NP/II/ lakehurst 0 '2
NP/III/ LakehurSt 2:
:EW A Corry' 87 '912.
IRA GrOat Lakes' 99 .79

TMA/SSPP Charleston 50 240
CIAC Charleston. 0 460
AV A Memphis 100 4600
BE /E. Memphis f' 100. 7855
AFUN i1:' Memphis 100 16860.
TD Al .'''-' Memphis .100 - 361
LC INSTR Memphis 100 195
GPETE Bas Op Groton 100 392-
DIESEL 011,, Groton 0 218
OX ANAL C CMB MA Grotori 400 16
OM A Great Lakesk 100 57
CCOC,(CAI). 29 Palms 100 214**
CCOC (IMI) 29 Palms 434**

* CoUrse
** FY.82 throudOdt._ _
***Course ended,4 Sept,80.
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TABLE 3. f
AN.CLASS TIME 'AND CRITERION TO MASTERY FOR

THREE. VARII (CDF° NOS. 3, 4, 14)

ACTIVITY CI

Class rDa. /Hours

Class Hoplr/Min. .

7.71

48.14

Critelon to
Mast 6, % 73.00

50;80

MAO

541:15

93.65

(The three VARII differed significantly on all civities.),

TABLE 4. 'PERCENT ACADEMIC DAY SPENT IN THREE VARIliRkSEVEN LEARNING

CENTER ACTIVITIES (CDF NO 23)*

ACTIVITY.. CI

Lecture
Discussion
Demonstration- ,,,

Self-Study
Tutoring

Film
Laboratories
Other I

54
.8

4.

7

0
3

24

0

MIX

*Does not add to 100 due to rounding.

TABLE 5. PERCENT CLASSROOM-SELF-STUDY TIME IN THREE LEVELS OF

INDIVIDUALIZATION BY SIX TYPES OF STUDY MATERIALS

(CDF NO. 25)

ACTIVITY - CI

Student 'guides .

Sum, Nar, P.I.
Other R.I.
Handouts
Equipment Manu'als

Other. i'

16
0

.0,
48
14

16

r

9
56
0

15
1'

9

SP

17

14
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An important difference in the .variations ,of III is in the- ratio ofi,
students to instructors and supervisors` (table 6). 1The4SP learning centers

, have over five times -as many students, on the average, ado the CI_ classes,
while there are only about' twice. as' Ra-ny instructors. *present.. ° -1W

.student/instructor ratio (S/I,) for SP is abdut 18' to 1, while in :th -e CI
environment-it -is about 8 to 1:

TABLE 6. MEAN AUMBER OF PERSONNEL IN ,CLASSROOM OR LEARNING CENTER ,;

0

'MKS r''LIPERVtAR II SDNTS INST s/r--

CI '7 8.86 0.14 1.14 1.6 7.77
.

MIX 10 19.50 0.30 2.00 2.60 9:75'

SP 20 45.30 0.60 2.50 3.70 . 18.12,

Total 37 31.43 ' 0.46 2.11 3.05 - 14.90

.

Of the 64 courses summarized in table 6, 16 (25 percent)° had S/I ratiosof six or legs. These courses-break down to nine .CI (56'percent), three IX
-(19 percent), and four SP (25 percent).

QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION QUESTIONNAIRE
, .

A quality of instruction (QI) questionnaire was developed to assess the
extent to which prerequisi s (PRO), cues (CUE), participation. (PAR),
reinforcement (RNF), feedback (FBK), and correctives (C0-11). are-:present in
various .types of individualized _.instruction.. - Items Were constructed
accordi,ng to. Moores (1'976) theories of cievning for Mastery and .were
adapted to. military training situations. EachXtem was examined for content "--11
and ttucture --by TAEG staff members. the interim QI was field tested with
students from, ,the Orlando BE/E course. in addition,, instructors and ..
supervisors' were asked to review the questicins: The final version of the -QI
used In the study was based on suggestions from these' students, instructors, .,
and supervisors. The resulting questionnaire consisted of 50 items that
could be* admioistered in approximately 20 minutes. Appendix C Oesents this

'questionnaire with the 'obtained scale value for each of the variations of IT
0on each item. , .

The I questionnaire was admiryistered -,. to 1.,090 students,. 170
instructors, sand 54 supervisors involved with 37 courses at 9 training:sites. The combined':groups Yielded an alpha reliability coefficient of .86on the instrument. The scoring templates were 'scaled 1 to 9- for dataanalysts' with the polarity reversed on appropriate scales. so that results,
could be consistently interpreted.' The questions were grouped according to
the six QI categorises (Bloom, 1976) to facilitate the examination of 'the

-impact of these variables:



Prerequisites (Q1-Q5, Q7,"Q25)
(Q8-Q14) a-

Participation (Q16, Q18-Q20, Q22, Q23, Q26-Q30
Reinforcement' (Q31-Q38, Q17, Q21) 4

Feedback- '(Q40-Q44)
Correctives (Q39, Q45-Q47, Q49, Q50).

Later analyses of questions 6, 15, 24, and' 48 found,them not as related
the six QI variables as 'anticipated, although their results are of use:to

,thestudy-.
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4

Table .7 shows the distribution of QI questionnaires to- the".courses in
each category of II and the earl planned student input for each of these
,crategories. Data obtained from these questionnaires were submitted to
detailed analyses of variance of, VARII .and type of respondent by each of the
50 questions and questions grouped according to the six elementS of QI-.

TABLE 7. NUMBER OF COURSES, QUESTIONNAiliE,S ADMINISTERED, AND,
PLANNED INPUT FOR COURSES'VIS_ITED

-CI

MIX

SP

TOTAL

QI -.PLANNED , ,% PLANNED

COURSES) N RESPONDENTS) INPUT TNPUT

TIME TO MASTERY ANALY)IS

The literature of LearnIng fot;.Mastery predicts that the time required
for /learning i'n a diverSe group of stUdents will become more homogeneous the
longer they participate in efficient 'instruction (Bloom, 1976; Andersdn,
1976)., This is contrary tdzi (traditional notion that student achievement
becomes more heterojeneous! tIonger, they stay in school. One aspeCt of
the present study as to .''e6 ':for.' an index of such homogeneity in time
required for' as a -,..rneasure of instructional efficiency. The

coefficient of. variability (V '=.' sim) was chosen as the index; where, v. =

variability,:s = standard deviation f student time to mastery on a given
module, and m. = mean student time to mastery on the module.' If students .

requiring longer time - for learning begin an individualized course of

6

12',

82

100
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'study and become more and more like the faster learners; then the standard
deviation should decrease for, a given cohort as they progress .,froni module tomodule. Unfortunately, '=these modules are not of the 'same -. length or,
difficulty, , so tJis makes it 'possible far the variability .4f the longer.
modules to 'increase. The coefficient of'yariabileity_tehd to correct -such
effects. This procedure was 'applied' to a selected- sample of courses -..3or.
which there were time ta mastery raw data available, ';:.

STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

tYthe,qual y of instructibn,questionnaire,- a structured
intervieforwas develO0ed-to.s cifically assess the degree. to whi bloom's
elements of quality' instruction were present in the instructions material's.
Consequently, the ''Structure 4nterview had six majOr sections, each dealing ..
'with an element of-4:QI (see appendix' B). The structured interviews -were
administered to the, Persop%deemed "most knowledgeable" of the course by one=
of the two princip41 "investigators.. Analyses of;:the responses are based,on
a total of 37 interviews, one for-each of the courses sampled.

-

In conjunction with thesffintervtews4 -instructional .eachach
of the courses were physically examined andAssessed.for the degred.io which
elements of QI.were present. Finally,. salliales of reading materials were

'''Subjected to, a Computer Readability Editing System (CRES) analysis (Kincaid,
Aagard, and.D1Hara,,1980). Data from the interviews were 'analyzed by:cross'
tabulating the VARII with each quest4on and the six OI groups of questions.

. EVALUATION OF NAVEDTRA 110 (SERIES) GUIDELINES

A separate analysis was conducted of NAVEDTRA 110 (series) guidance
wifh.respect,ta Quality of InStruction elements. For the.purposes of this
analysis, each question of the structured interview' was considered to be an
aspect of the QI Tlementt for which guidance could be prepared. Aspects of
each element of QI 'were assessed for their correspondenceto sections af the
draft NAVEDTRA 11013; the proposed revision to. NAVEDTRA-110A, which is the
current instruction guiding the development:'of instructional materials inthe NAVEDTRACOM. Based on the discrepanctes observed, recommendations far .

modifications to the NAVEDTRA 110 (series)' instruction land far its use weredeveloped. --- . A
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SECTION III

I

RESULTS'
s

Thils..ection results of the 'QI -,qUestionna-ire analyses;`

time and costs analyses,. the' examihation of course: materials +' with the

struct,ured.iinterView, iand:on-site observations

r. QUALITY..Or IfeTgUCTIRN

. Thet.mean score for -respondents in each VARII- on 45 of the 50 items on

the 4: questionnaire' was ::above average. . This indicates generally favorable,

OpiniOns toward ;almost =every _aspect of 'instruction measured by this

questionnaire. The five unfavorable. exceptions (Q7, 20, 23, 25, 45); cut

across cafegories, of QI and deal with highly 'specific aspects of instruction

as opposed to generalized Arends; the most notable of these is the relative

r ease with which students cart daydream in sell -paced instruction -(Q23). The

most favorable.'' responses showed that instructors were highly regarded as

subject matter experts (Q11).' and *owed agreement in the usefulness of

practice activities for students (Q29). The reader is referred to appendix

C for the mean scaled responses on each iemfor the three VARII.

.

The QI items were combinedV obtain information concerning the six
elements of quality instruction, as mentioned previously in this section.

These- six QI (PRQ, CUE, PAR, . RNF, 93K,, COR) became the dependent measures

for 3 X 3 ANOVAs. .The independent variables were 3, VARII (CI, MIX, SP) X 3

.respondent categories (student, instructor, supervisor).

Figure shows. QI scores as a function of VARII. Analysis of the data

indicates CI to be judged by.respondents as providing the highest flegrees of

CUE, PAR, and RNFxplative to _MIX and SP:- 'MIX courses were rated higher

than CI and SP inrP.RQ and COR. SP was ,estimated-,to. be superior to CI and

MIX only in feedback. A more- detailed analysis of this Ai n effect is

Presented in the jollowing paragraphs. Appendix, C. gives a breakdown by

questionnaire- item and appendix gives the mean, values and ANOVA results

for the VARII main "effect.
,- . 4

PREREQUISITE4. The mean response to .the "seven questions comprising PRQ on

the QI, shoiwn . in figure 1, differed significantly among the three VARII, --

with the MI 'and SP groups rated highest. This mas probably due, to &the

respondents in these courses. finding levels,the reading of student materials

easier (Q2), erceiving that more of the students are high in background' for
success in the course (05), and students being far more likely to progress

through the course at a rate of speed commensurate with their prerequisites .

for the task (Q25) This is in spite of the fact that the CI students have
ter attitudes' about school learning going' into their courses, (Q4).

CUES.
FA

The seven CUE questions' combined to, show. the. CI (tourses highest, as

shown in figure 1. Here, there was the perception amdng respondents that

the learning cji?ijectives were more specific (Q9), there was far more

instructor . asistance in holding the students' attention to the

instructional materials (Q10), and there -was .a greater proportion' of the CI

instructor's: nay being spent, in. giving ,cues to students (Q14).
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PARTICIPATION. The',11 PAR questions . taken together sh.owed the CI grou.p

'highest overall. in this attribute of quality. instr,dcW.on.:(figure 1) . Here,
the CI respond'dots perceived- students. to spend significantly. more
.beyond the scheduled academic 'work-day on their Courses (Q20), perceiver) the
teaching methods in their courses to be more appropriate, (022), fel'it was
more difficult to- daydream in class: (023),. detected _a greater .degree of
instructor participation in determining the rate of student. progress (026),
saw More :time spent practicing what students learn (Q27), and generally
found more ,realistic practice: activities . (Q28. to. Q30). The SP courses', were
most skill-ful---incutt-ing the ,t-,imebetween. presentation and practice40.61
and .cutting the time:. awaiting, start of their. courses (Q19)

REINFORCEMENT.
, The third, and last'. of _the OI _variables on which the cr

group scored' highest, are the 10 RNF; questiOns (figure ,1). In the CI

courses, the instructors were percei:/ed as more
and

(Q31), and_more
likely to believe that all students can and will. learn (Q33; Q34) .

Graduates of the courses were more likely to see the ,ithportance of the
course for their military career (Q37), and more likely to recommend the CI
courses to 'others (Q38). The lesson materials were more .likely ,to explain
the inlportance of learning their contents (917); and were perceived to hold
interest longer (Q21).

FEEDBACK. The SP and MIX courses' scored hiiher than CI on the five combined-
FBK questions (figure '1). 'These courses were perceived as allowing more
tests and retakes of examinations (Q41 and Q42), even though there seems to

',be less instructor involvement following a test' (Q44). .

CORRECTIVES.. The combined responses to the srx COR questions shown;
figuee 1, find the SP group lowest. this appears tO" be an -anotaly since the
theories providing the foundations for Mastery Learning emphasize the'

importance .of corrective activity. The anomaly. is Orobably. due the SP
respondents' feeling that the time allowed fqr relearning after' a failed
examination is too' short (Q45), that the is less availability of
instructors for helping studeqts (Q46), and the perception of
availability. of ,Practice and restudy materials (Q49).

Figure .2 shows the relationships of the three types of 'respondent
(student, instructor, supervisor) and the six QI. variables' summed across;
VARII. There were-Y4:Tignificant differences among respondents in four of the
six QI categories. he supervisors generally' perceived the greatest degree
of PRO-, RNF, FBK, and COR' present in their courses, the instructors' were
highest in the PAR present, and'there were no _significant differences amov
the groups on the CUE and RNF questions. Finally, there were 110 'significant
_interactions on any of the six dependent variables undergoing analyses of
variance.



LEGEND:

SOLID=CONVENTIONAL INSTRUCTION
...SHADED =MIXED

OUTLINED =SELF-PACED INSTRUCTION

Figure 1. Three VAR 11

. r

aVr!',46



LEGEND:

SOLID =Students
SHADED = Instructors
OUTLINE =Supervisors

Figure. 2 Profiles of 1,083 StUdents, 164 Instructors,-
-52-Supe-rvlsOts- WSW- QI Variable-t
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TIME TO:MASTERY ANALYSIS /

Time to Master" (ITM) data were col lectedi from three sources: (11 all..:;
Phase.I Basic Electricity/Electronics students during' calendar year 1981

22704), (2) a sample -tram Propolsion Eqineering Bisics (3). a

sample from Opticalman A School- (N=19). These sources represent 14, 15, and

22 modules, respectively., All d'a'ta, were transformed to coeffibients of

variability. Figure 3 shows a._Plot o these coefficients across the number
,

Of .modules representyng.-e-ach course. . A'- fourth source. was taken, frOm BE/E

data presented in Federico and Landis (1979) andp also plotted *(FL) in

figure 3 The general'. trend 'of each of the line suggests the ;decreaSing

variability of TTM that:, Blocim mentions, but ' the rate of decrease in
,

zoefficient of variability is \unclear.

The 4,esults of the foregoing analyses.prompted collection of cost data.
This was, already available in;the TAEd Incremdktal Costing Model, nd

breakdOwn bYthree levels-bf.VARII is 'shown in table 8 (Dickinson and:- Swope,,

19811. The three '.costs. compared here are (1) Total cost per 'course hour,

(2) .
Direct costs per -course hour (not. fncluding overhead), and (3). Non.J

,, Student. direct costs per course hour ..(this subtracts, student 'salaries). In
all three .comparisons the SP costs were lower than the MIX-. and CI groups:.
This is -coincident with the changing supervisor ratio repOrted in table 6;
i.e.., -.fewer .instructors eqUal :lower costs

TABLE 8.. 'PER CAPITA ,COST DATA FROM 1981 TAEG..
-INCREMENTAL. COSTING MODEL

Total Cost/
Course Hour.

Direct' Cost/ Non-Student
Course Hour Direct Costs/

Counse Hour

7.

, The direct. costs shown oh-.. table. 8 are not as;heaVily, affected by
studebt thrbughput as ,are total costs,, al:thought there.may be some :influence
of throughput on these costs. 'A cdmparison of the average throughput 'of the
CDPs ,in 'the present study shows 'little difference among the CI, MIX,- avid SP

cate,gorieS. This titay. be due to some of the Urger' courses in the study
having between 3 And -30, CDPs per course locetion (see -.table 2) The

multiple .CDrs per large course :tend to bring the ,throUghpUt ,per CI, MIX, and

SP catepry 'toward equality: A fUrtherassociation of-C.-Curses with thesP

.cost. .6 'dings was :teyond the -scope of 'the present tasking.
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Table 9 contains a. sUrtimary, of responses to the. - 'structured interview
data lappendixBL- -showing. the extent six = elements -of011"are present in

-:--160t;uLtiOnal:,-materia4:,td-ken frOM the 37 courses in the study. The datd in rr'

the table. represent perCent of "respondents ' indiCating .tHe. instruNpnal
..eiertieni- was present -In their Two types of values appear in table :9.

.The top number L in each .cel 1 i s, the ' mean. percent - of the pertinent
_questionnaire, items answered "yes, and the lower numberS show the range in. .

-percent of '"yes" scores for dourSe.*.The._StruCtUred -interview form and the,
percent responses by. VARI I: category are shown in appendiX

,TABLE-:9. 'PERCENT' STRUCTURED INTERVIEW' RESPONSE'S OF

THREE -VARIIBY.qi VARIABLES.-

CONDITIONS OF QUALITY INSTRUCTION

VARI PRQ. CUE PAR RNF 'FBK COR

CI Mean, .

'.,Aatge

Range

SP 'Mean

Range

20
0-50.,

30

T 0 -5.0

48
:13775

38

14-62

51

24-86

47

9 786

38

0,88

.71

13-100

';0 -100

\ 36

60-140

-

50

0-100

- 45
0-100,

42
25-67

58

42-83.

60
33-9.2 .

52_

- 33-100

JO
.0-100

. ' 63

0-100:

PREREQUISITES. -. Observations made wAile collecting these data illustrate- Flow

Navy schools attempt_ to deal' with the prerequisite issue of assessing
For instance, pretests are being used in 50 percent of the visited

self-Paced courses to determine if entering students have the required math
' or typing skill's: Pretesting is a ,useful way to identify those who require
special .training before entering the main part of a course Some .caurse$

_ allow .students ,to "test out " ..of sections of the course. without furper-
study,- if 'Students can convince 'instructors they have previously mastered
the .skills be4n4 :taught'. Howeveritstudents rarely take, advantage of ,,th4

offer.,

at was learned .that as much as 50 percent of the content of lessons is
isolated information not applied in follow-on lessons. Comments from course
specialists frequently included statements such as."...the lessons could ,15e
taught in .any-order,'' Thr,"...the .content of a lessdn is needed in a follow-

on° 'school', but would not- be' .us\ed again' in the current .,course." This

suggests that many courses. are structured so as to exclude distributed
practice in the appl icati on of newly acquired skill's_, and could account for
low retention and transfer. of *learned skills to follow=dn courses and to the4

job. .
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An inspection of materials revealed that self-Paced materials appear to

be better-written than, materials for conventional instruction. None of the
conventional materials passed a comprehensibility check. while 63 percent of
the self-paced materials passed this check. Long sentences and high reading -

igrade levels were the major types cif problems fmind.

(:.CUES. Th -data in table %suggest that many of the opportunities to present'
cues in i struciional ma ;;:als are not being used This is true fol.

conventional and Fixed as, 11 as self-paced instruction (appendix 8). In
the materials used, opportunities to provide various types.of cueswere used
only 38 permit.:01-the time The use rate varied from 14 to 62 percent for

. 'individual courses. While the skilled instructor_coUld_be_compensating for
these deficiencies, the .instructional materials: did not .support, these
functaps. However, within self-paced instruction which is almost entirely
dependent upom the instructional materials' to present new information, an
average use of 47 percent :of the possible cue functions were used -For
Individual courses the range varied from 19 to 86 percent of these types of
cue funCtions.

.

Ohservations made while callecting these data provided insight into the-
way these cue functions are being carried out ,For instance, courses vArY
widely on how much printed Information a student is given to provide an
overview of the course. Whiie 43 percent of the conventional 'instruct-1On..
courses provided students.with course outlines, schedules, student profiles,
lists of training objectivei or other documents that,summarize what .will-be
learned in the course, only 10 percent of the Sglf-paced courses'.'provided
these types of materials tp students. 41,

The instructional materials' in these courses made wide use of both
Words and illustrations. However, there were important instances where
'there is a mismatch between content and instructional' material. The most
significant_of these mismatches is in th .teaching of 'procedures. Although

.

%I.b

--., performing procedures on eqUipment r quires locating .instrument'. and
copitrOls, and repositioning -0f1 controls ased on visual cues (all tasks .

requiring' extensive processing of visual information), procedures were
generally taught by having students read written steps. Consequently,
materials to teach procedures for hands-on equipment operation and
.maintenance were judged to be the least effeCtive of the training materials .'

reviewed.--
4...

I In general:

locations and identification cues were Oesented by words

procedural steps were frequently unclear

.
.

safety .9factices were often not expliCit



deMonstrationS
materials

procedures .,were. not -included in- self-paced-

group-paced demonstrations Were difficult to follow.

0.,ther types of cues can be used to make .it- easier. for students to learn
and recall', nformatian.; Included are the use of mnemonics (memory aids),
dividing information- into easily recallable chunks, the use of, memorable

. .graphics, and highlighting key words to emphasize . those words, that when
recalled will aid students in remembering relateematerial. The analysis of
instructional > materials in this. study indicated these techniques are
infrequeRtly--usedin-Nav-ytra-irvingAnater-i al s

PARTICIPATION. Ins'tructional materials' were also examined for conformance
.

to eigh.t.-different. characteristics of...goOd practice Materials, (see appendix
;' B) . 0-f-thi - teinlient'iOnal.--'iliStkuction 'optly 38 percent dof 'the recommended
exercise techniques were used in` ;thee typical courses. The mixed courses
averaged using ,.71': percent. of the types of exercise characteristics While, the .

self-paced courses used 63 percent. Individual courses 'ranged. from 0 to 88
percent for Conventional -instf-Uction; la to 100° percent for the mixed, and .0

,to 100 percent for ,the:iself-paced.',. e

Observations of good-practice 'and n t
-Mes

on how- to improve"practice were-'.
made. during the interviews: Perhaps he ost useful pi-actice technique
observed was the simulated job shop ,used at the' conclusion' of several of the
courses. These shops provideopportunities for students to practice_

-.. performing the job they will, be assigned' on arriving at their new .duty
station. -, In the simulated job. shop students have', the time and'resburces to
perform, representative' tasks, and to continue .to,'dd thii, until certified in
this performance:

, ,
Distributed practice contributes to retention and the ability to employ

the school-learned skills on tht jo6. IR some cour-ses distribruted practice
' 'occurred without beinq- planned or supported with spec al materials. Courses1

sampled-rarely contained special materials for distr uted.practice.
, .

REINFORCEMENT. The instruct:ional materials for conventional instruction-,
... used. 36, percent of the types. of opportunifies to employ reinforcing

functions, While the materials for the mixed courses used 50 percent and the
Self-paced used 45 percent of ,these Opportunities. Individual courses in
all 'three types of instruction' varied from zero to '100,percent employment of
these functions., , The primary, obserVation. concerning reinfor.cernen,t is that
little attention_ is given to its Vesign and scheduling in Navk training

.,

materials.

FEEDBACK. -S ed tests. are -an imOOrtant form of 'feedback to *students on
their perfor nce in a course. 'The extent of''feedback provided to students
in a course can lie' estimated by the types and the frequency-of tests in the
cOUrse. In terms of &the present study,. a comprehensive testing program
would score 100' percent, on the:use. of feedback opportunities.- ..;The actual

........ ,i.
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scores were 42 percent' for conventional. instruction, 58( percent for mixed,
and 60 percent for self -paced instruction. Individual course scores varied
over a broad. range._ For instance, individual self-paced courses scored as
low as 33 .percent and as high as 92 percent. -

st
4 4 .

.4

CORRECTIVES. Printed' directions on what to study to overcome deficiencies
disCoVered., through testing, did .not" vary greatly across the three types ,of
training programS., Conventional, irvstr'uction used 52 percent of 'the types of
opportunities, -while _mixed and self-paced , instruction used 70 and 63 percent
resPeCtively. '. . . , . . .

4-
EVALUATION OF DRAFT HAVEDTRA 1108 `GUIDELINES NI

,

In general, conformance to current guidelines in sdraft" NAVEDTRA 110B
,would correct many of the coursedeficiencies identified in this study.

However, certain elements of quality -instruction call,'for 'guidance not dealt
-with, adequately in this draft instruction. This part of the -.report
doCumerits an analysis' of _the draft NAVEDTRA 110B directive for the purpose
of identifying areas where additional guidance ii' needed. . .

.>

W.ith
,

_helphelp of CNET personnel who prepared the .draft 110B,. the
contents.: of the instruction were compared with the elements of quality
instruction on the structured interview for evaluating. instructional

. materials. In this manner, a ?series of deficiencies in draft 110B were ' ..

. .

PREREQUISITES. The :instruction does. not provide the necessary requirement
or guidance for designerg to properly match materials "to". student prior

-learning. It does not require that;

:pretests be used to determine if pre4qiii'sites. are known

t

-Prerequisite's for a lesson- be 'taught in.-a,,preyipus lesson

a specified reading' gra'd'e level '61r_ comprehensibility
maintained

level

:advanced organizerS.2'be used to relatk- RreVious learning izal a new .
learning task

CUES. : .Whtle many, .of the CUE-OHentect.=requ-irements are spelled out 'in the:
:._proposed instruction, there are areas that need--; to bp expanded. The

instruCtion does not, require: .

course 'overvieW' documents' be ,giverr So that students' tinderstand the
content and . flow of the -Course:- and can track:.progress through the.,
course

appropriate communication channels be. used; i.e., verbal, informa--
tiori with words and visual information with raPhieS'
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demonstrations be used where....needed and standardized through the
use of instructor guides.

PARTICIPATION.. Practice of newly formed skills is necessary for eiir

retention and usefulness on the job. While:, the instruction calls or

practice, the requirement for practice and its support needs to be improved.
Thetroposed instruction does,not require:

Students to diStribute practice over time with material designed
,p support distributed pract-ice.

REINFORCEMENT. is necessary tg reinforce >the acts ofstudying and
acquiring skill performance,. Although- reinforcement is essential to
learning, it is not addrested in, the proposed instruction. Specifically,
the prop sed instruction does not require:

instructional materials to contain statements or events generally
known to be reinforcing at appropriate points. in the, instruction

instructors to learn Ski I] 'developing reinforcement menus for
individual students,, assigned to a learning center, with oleor
instructions on hOw to shift reinforcers, withdraw the use of
external reinforcers, and avoid satiation of effective,
reipforcers: r,

.

,fEtOBACK, In =addition .to using tests to determine if iprerequistes are
a. present in students beginning an instructional module o course, the ,draft

110B does not require: e,

currIculum .designers to cons ides- alterlyitAve methOds of trovi ding

formative 'evaluation to learners, 'such aS-Oral e)iaminatioti-and
discussion With ,aides or advanced sttid,nts, " .

course'managers to maintain reliability and content validity data
on formative and suinnative examinations. "

CORRECTIVES. The.. draft 1106 doi not describe procedures to be fol lowed
'When. a student unsuccessful in-,either formative or tummative .examination.
The implication it that,such ttudents go-back and restudy the same materials(
using the same methods that lead to 'failure tl first time Nhile,"the
Narrative, Summary, and. Programmed Instruct-fon hin at alternative -learning,-
they do not prove- for a new approach to. teaching the subject, with new.
examples. ..There Ire no provisions for alternative ways' of 'attain-41g. the

same objectives. ,
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SECTION IV

DISCUSSION

-This section discusses the findings of the study. First n apparent
contradicqon in the data regarding the relative effe tiveness of
conventional versus self-paced instruction Is analyzed. , Next, a summary. of
findings related to elements of .qUality" instruction and variation
individualized- instruction is presented. Cost data are then discussed in
terms 'of,' their usefulness in asSeNing- the efficiency of self-paced
instruction.

The intent
_

of -is study was to "examine the variations in instructional
practices in the courses .classified in NITRAS as individualized: instruction.
The data in section IIL,,Show that there are indeed differences in courses
but, there are few distinct *patterns attributable to ;instructional strategy; *"

conventional -versus self-paced. The differences in these courses are
primarily Accounted for by instructional practices which can be for the most
part employed ifrespective of strategy; that is,- the' degree to which, they,
use good learning principles. As defined in this section, II has three /

essential ingredients; (1): releasing of time -constraints, (2) choosing /
. (44 instructional media, and (3).. adjustment to skill _level and .learner

characteristics. The NITRAS categories of self-paced instruction
computerTmanaged 'instruction (C) 'and, a combination ofe:the two (B), d4pend on

.self-pacing to determine if a course .-is individualized. This CO lead.' to-
e-rrOrs in assessing the effectiveness of truly individualized instruction.

jhe data section. III also ShoW an apparent diSCreOaricy'hin=findings
reslifting. from the use of the quality of :instruction questionnaire. acne the

',Structured interview: The results 'fromlI generally show that conventional
is. superior to SP in the provision Of cues,' participation, and

/.rei.ritO,rcement. -Conversely, the. structured 'interview data show that SP-s
StiOeflOr to :CI in- .elementS:,pf:QI,,,... Part of this: discrepancy .May- be
duedto .the_fact that.'these time meaSurev:-ask :for different information., The
QI aSks perceptions. and' 'judgments about `Instructional practices. while
the structures interview is. designed to '.assess tinstructional:materials.

-Examination of -table.: 9..1ndfcates that on a relative basis SP, is stiperi3Or.to::
:CI. On an absolute basis, ,howevery aver4e presence .of QI elements i'repOrted-

3- tor material is farfroni: what,tould be considered acceptable in any of 'the-,
VARII. CI measures ranged- from 20,to 52 percent,. the MIX range Wa'S to 71
percent, and, the SP range was 45 to ,63 percent,. One ..tnterpretatiOn- of 'the
sulieriority of CI over SP in. the .QI questionnaire,AS that in a 'conVentional,
environment, instructors have more Opportunity and appear to caliensate for

,deficiencies in instrUctional materials. : This interpretation- is
,strength.ened by the resUltt:i.of. itie Johnson and.- Orai'iam (1.982)'study 'which
showed "..;-learning centers,: instructors: speed most of their, times'.,in Short and
routine transactiOns ',with ' students thus precludin9 their, opportimity -; to
provide .other'' cues, participation and reinforcement: ',.The explanation ; that.
instructors 'Will tonipensate.rfOurriculai. deficienties is further 'supported
by., ..the data in table These data show that CI courses- in
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the present study 'hade lower S/I -ratioS; therefore, providing the chanede

compensate for deficiendies in materials.

Additional ."findings"" of ' interest' are di scussep: in the .following
paragraphs. They are orgatised by the six elements, of/quality inttructitn'
so that they conforM td-the approach and analyses of this study..

PREREQUISITES
Y ,

'Questionnaire' .respqndents in all variations cif" II. perceived their.
cc _ses as doing., ariadequate_job adaptin:g to individual \differences in prior
learning, intelligence, and attitudes about g School.. Students in CI classeS,
'had the best attitudes about school learn)Ag at the start of their courses
and 'are pekceived as performing at a higher level than their abilities would.
allow. -Students' in the`Mixed and self-paced classes felt their study habits
were most -.- improved. Although students, instructors, and managers -9a,V.e.:the4r...
courses relatively high grades,, there were still instructioner,lnaterial"
problems., The single largest cause for poor performance. in all;
instructional r'settings. is the mismatch -between the skills, knowledge,
aptitudes, and attitudes a student brings to the task and what the designer'

.-df'thetraining materials assumes. the student brings.,. --

Questi onnai?e respondents fel t' their material's were nwel I presented 'with'
Clear Objectives and 'maps ^of wbgt the student's are to do. Instructors are

iperceived.`as expert, with those in CI courses lectgring4more,. better holdin9
the students' attention, and spending more time helping individual ,students
than in...other courses. Analysis of the structured interviews revealed
instructional material's need more clear '11-rettions, variety in presentatiOn,
high-quality '0-aphids, and guidelines to instructors on their proper,,use.

PSRTICIPATIAN

Questionnaire respondents in all- level s of I I feel that. students spend
much of their da,:y in constrtictive activity. Those' in conventional classes
mosteaSily.,see_the--,importance of that which they are to learn, however, and
are MOst;:,likely to in.'tiMev:.'beyond the scheduled workday., Those in CI.
coUrses''..also: fee,1:,the lesson materials and instructors are more likely to
hold student Interest, keep them from daydreaming, manifest appropriate
teaching methodst; and elicit more practice than do those in other.-.Course;
The time between presentation -and'practice was seen as Shortest in the SP

. .
courses.' The ..instructional materials are weak in distributed practice and
in , providing students apportgnity to practice newly-aCquired job gki 1 1 s in a

:simulated' or mddel work environment.

Questionnairetespondents. in 1 courses are seen as'inore enthusiastic,
receiving more ,recognitio.n for their efforts, and more likely to' work with
and for students than do,.those irr,S13 courses. Students-in. CI courses area
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most likely . to see the importance of their learning for .a mitlitary career,
and are most likely to recommend their . courses' to other student's.-
Instructional ,materials' were found ta, have little built-in reinforcement.
This . could 'be Aue to the absenCe of the topic from NAVEDTRA 110A and
pl'evious guides.

,11'

'FEEDBACK

r.

Questionnaire respondents feel that there is more testing occurring in
the SP courses than CI' and ',MIX; Lbut _that there is more' instructor

.-feedback,=LfollowThg testing- * , the Cr vcourses...
InstruCtfonal materials, were, adequate , in providing feedback; however,
reliability and validity of the = .feedback mechanism Was nOt available for
study-

-.. .

:CORRECTIVES

,

Questionnaire respondents feel that SP, and MIX students':are,.;more likely
to take corrective activity within the classroom .or learning center and lets
likely to'. be set, back to a 'later class than those'in' CI. The -availability
of restudy materials following' failure- of an examination 1-- perceived as
being high in all levels of ,II, but highest in the mixe II courses.
Instructional materials generally build icorrective procedures nto 'classroom
and learhirig tenter---practice; but.,;.data from the ,,interviews r ealed little
use 'of peer tutoring or instructor aides in this phaSe -Of instruction:A.

2. COSTOF, :INSTRUCTION rs'''
. .,

1:

The., study results indicate, that the direct. Costs..of self-.paCed,..,courses .-

tare approXimately: -one.;third: to . One-half-. -the costs' 'of"
AnstrUctiorr,degending 'on 'the manner. An Which costs` are calCulated.. ,.This,
howeVer, does not, include curriCulum develOpment costs:' An earlier reportfoundthe Cost of: graduates higher in .SP than' CI (Dickinson. ,and

bOth Sets' of, data are -to, be .bel -Teved,' they 'earry.',- different
icatl ont for CNET. policy. If average cost; per graduate' is .indeed hi'gh'er

for SP then this should' certainly 'affect dec,ision'S , aboUt .,undertaking` the
conversion of 'existing ,.new'..instriictiop'' self- pacing.' If,: howeVer,
the direCt cost of de TiVerY -is 1 oWer ;fdr- Course'S.. already 'indiVidLializedthen
decisions can be made relative to the Conti miance .tifYSLCh;courses. In;.:136th."
these instanceS., equal ,:---effectiVeness under , CI. 'or, SP, .1s asSumed.

.'Unfortunately, these 'and.: "analSigs--Wee-. peripheral .'isSues to the,, main
objectives -of the .studies in which they were embedded. If these results can'
be validated thf7oLigh:- more detailed analysis existing, cost aa:ta, they
would provide the basis' for Polidy regarding the use of instructional
strategies.
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gm,

.CON'CLUSIONS'AND RECOMMENDATIONS

,
ConclOgiOns regarding differences in instructional practices, in self-

pace computer-managed; mixed and conventional courses .as defined in NITRAS
are rovided here- together with recommendations for improving the
mailag ment and '.conduct, ,of those courses and for .modifying NAVEDTRA 110
(ser s) and related instructions..

, .
CONCLUSIONS r

.r$
A.- Individualized!' instruction, defined as including (1) -release of

time constraints', (2) ohoice-of .instruCtional 'media, and (3) adjustment to
levell of 'the'.1earn6rs, rarely occurs the NAVEDTRACOM. MoSt.

, courses categorized as "B," "P," or ,"C." 'NITRAS contain some. II, primarily
releage of.,time constraints (self - pacing):. __Other aspects of- II are pres,ent
in these courses. -. in varying', fit- in insUffiCient degreeS,- to correctly
categorize the,,courses as "individua ized instruction.

.2, -,;In :the .-courses examined; ity. of instructiop4 elements:4Coes;!)
P reinfor-cement): were perceiv d.:by qdestionnaire respondents ,to .

. , . ,
..occur with more- frequency, in CI than cin MIX:or SP courses. :''This maY"be; due*:
to. the lower student/instructor- ratios: 'in CI::.cou'rses.. allowing, _greater

,,.... opportunily tor..'instructors. to 'comPensate. for,:Cprricular--deficientie..,'.:.Irr
..-, , no fOrm dill instructlon 4:examineif, hoWever, weee- any of the elements. presen4.

,i.n the degree necessary to qualify as II.- Although the and
perceptions of ,students, -49Struotorsi and supervisors were positive toward
,0T. aspects of .instr ctiOn, regardless' of' .m. -hod,. elamination -of. materials .. .

and visitST to 'class!r oms. and ..learning- centers, failed ; to validate this
optimistic outlook.' .;

Both .student `nd' nonstudents direct '.costs fore the SP'courses in
this' study were 36"--58 perc nt of those required for the CI courses'.

.

Self-paCted, ....instruction heavtly dependent written.:
instructional materials. Cosequently, .the proper degn and. use of tliese
materials is even more 'crucSlth-an. for ci courses..' 'Selfi.paced_ thater\ials
examined this .study were , superior. to. those .in. 'CI !and:.,MIX:, caUrSeS;-

.- hOWever, . on -an: ".absol of adeqiifdyxv instriicti onaV ')nateri al s were
found :to be all'7.three's.,typeS, of courses. 'PrimarY 'areas of
deficiency` An SP matetNi als include orientation td1 the' 'purse, JeaChing' of
prOteduresi'"use of 'memory-aiding techniques, inadequate, .bri`portinitids ,. for:

.distributed practice;':antP limited :Use of ,Perforinandes.FteSting. : 4`!, ".

5., Despite'the labels ..applied to the courses in
this' Study "G,,". and "Bs!) most courses a,mix :instrdctional

1.strategies to meet objectives; .used in
most .CodrSet. .apprOach.1;appears7'..1tO7'repreSent
within; these:,coiirSes' of* using' .inttrUctiOnal.. practices ..'whity) :Match': learning
.tasks and :that ,a Sin§1,e Instructional strategy .will, prObably. not be .sui:kable:.....;";
fOi all 'tasks, within a given course.



6 Instructional strategy (II vs CO., is .not.-the4determining factdr in
overall course effectiveness, of eurr:ent Ma* courses'. Rather, ',effectiveness''
is liediated by the extent to which goOd inStructional practices are Ug.edwithin" the courses and ultimately ',determined.iy .tie degree ..to which 'proper'instructional objectives have -been defined and met. Good 'instructional.

-practices. pan be employed within. Various instructionaUstrategieS, Since it
iS -possible for properly .-exetutedII and Cr : to be equally' effective, a
choice of strategy should rest primarily on '-'the relati-ve cost efficiencies

=.of the two abproaches.
)

RECOMMENDATIONS
e

4.
4., ., ,,

..

4 Revise NAViEDTRA'1ip) .(ser,ies,)
,"

inc"r. e:-ted-,directiVeS to include the
`foilOwing..6uidan6e 1 '

, a., U§es pretests to, tletetinine if, a -tudeht -meet-s- 'the- 'entering
.x.equiiements and' to diagnose specifie'deficienCies.,;... .

,.. .-.. ;.,°' '. (1).,,Expand Paragraph' '2A:4.1i -?retests1; 'to, inClOde the use,
. . . .. .. , . ,

of 1,,PreteSt§'. to deterriiine -that- students have;:'reguired ;,entrk, behaVior ;:.Ae`. ,-,...
,Aath''. §k.f1;l§',;', typing. speed. and - accuracy,., before allowing theu.,to'lenter the
,..ina-fn .body` of'the..:course:.; -- ; '' . . `' -. ''. -!

b..., Use appropriatelY-desi9ned, training materials to r'emediate
those students who do not meet criterion on .pretested entry skills.

(1) Expand the 'Student Remediatien for y Iearn ing
Center Instructors,, adding.. corrective. Procedures. for 'remediating
entry sk ills.

;,(2):., Create entry Skills corrective .`Modu:leS, for student use. ,L4;
These mOdu/es. should fea6h..ithe,: math skills dieher'sPedifi-c entry level

6.skill's' required but! not taught 'the , Mailr'CoUr§e ;. Use variations on the
corrective math Module of the 'BE&E :School as a. model.

Dicect to . write module booklets according to
guidelines'.. on readability and comprehensibility`, With..thegoal of MakIng.,r-

easier for targeted 'Students to understand -the:text ,that:.they ,read.-

(4) ''Expand paragraph . gui hes' or-. writers to:. (a) use .,controlled .,,vocabulary. (both- common and:'4,:techniCal ;
specialized words) which can t.,oiSed on carefully develOped:;lists (see
tciridaid.' et .al':, .. 1980), :;:.:(15)::avoi11,*ordsL,atid .fgiraSes'desiinated' awkWard,,

or ,4,-rfficult sentences, and (8) at ,' a,-readtb ty
grade :level matched to' stUdents reading abi3ity..,

. Ahat thechecks .al,e automatically made by;!-.,Usingthe I

Computeri System (KinCaid;.-,-et;:a.17,,,:, 198Q) The
.clevelOpmerit -.,.intd-,-;use of .readabi'l itY 'and- ComprehensibilitS :guidelines IS'
reguired by ,OPNAVINST 1510. II, :';-Enlisted Fundamental Skills !',,Training.;- of 19 .

.AugtiSt 1982:
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. .

rovide studentt- .with a c1eai-'1 description of ;,what they will
'be abre at the - completion ''of tfje course and him _the ,,,,course i's
Organized to help, him .achieve',..4i.g goal .-' (Thi atdomPl iShed within
conventional group-PaCed.cOurseS, but ,nOt in the self'-paced courses.-

, y
( 1 ) ProvVeteach 'student .with` a. course .,schedulecontaining° a'

sequence of lessondtitfc, -tets,,..9and'.....iiboi-at.06,sessiOns.: With ,am estimated.
completion time., (r-angel' for: ea,cht- entry., r ,-

(.2) eRrovi de .,students a copy of the *dent Profile,
destribing_ins_mp)e_t"ermt_ they

-vii 1f the
cour'Se.

or:
Provide. °directions within NAOEDTRA/%110 '(.series) instructions

1;7'
. a ; .... .)

. :.o.)- guiding,,Araining .,:,-sy-Stems designers in -.identifying..." ',.,, ..

learning tasks, beSt.)accbmpl i Shed' 13-.3/ group instruction

-_. .- J.,:(2) Icol'pOrating Outline- of ,,,InStrUdtion/Instructor. Activity
pages in -the.l.earn,i g Center Instructor Gulde to ,, support instructor led.'

... lectureS, discusSlorei'and`-deingyistra.tions for selected' top,ics
.

, ;Ay

4' 4 . . , 'DI ,inCluding information in the Learning Center .Instructors.
Guide on -now to schedule': .students whO' advance. to aPprdpriate admes in, the:`,.:, ..
curriculum.to take part: in group -paced:actiyitieS ,,',...;,... ..;..r.-:,

-,trai ni:- ng sy st em d s ig4rS:i:n.theilayout
cTassroomS sPpOlingi tOti ' ielf-Paced 'a

n;
g u

P'

paced;'Instriot ion, a nd
, i icorpi*at i hg these.1aSoutS,i n; th e...hst ru cti hal'Madagenehk P la n . ,..:::. , ; r'-.

f. Use text-graphics .pages: to .conVey ,:viual information that
cannot be efficiently Presented,with, words. :"These'-ifighlji illustrated pages
are' ,especi arly usef01 2in -,afding,;. tht, 'student -'i in locati ng :components on -a, , ,piece of equipment, ,plading,"sWitoneS. and levers in a' prescribed ,'Position, ,t::,

-, -and recognizing s ignals ' or, systent ,responses.' - ,
- . ., . .

(1.) ,- Make', ,USe of: in teaching procedures ,

or in presenting procedures to .be, followed in laboratory exercises involving,
the operation or maintenance of .equipment. :Use the TAEG format model..for.
procedure .learding (Braby,: Hamel, and-Smode,. 1982.). ..

. g. Provide'gUidelines:,'io .'i'nstructors ,on howanckwhen to.,condu'A':t
..,dempnstrations. . Improperly ;handled, demonstrations waste time and ;introduce-.

confusion in students' minds-. .;Pemonstrations are an imporfaht .mode of
;training in grOup-paced","and-' ."mixed" nstructiOn and should- be handledskillfully. . ..! . .,,,4- , . .
.., f

' (r) '. Give directions, on hoW to condutt 'a demonstration within
hatj,7.sectietn providing guidance- ',to instructional 'Systems designers on

Creating': Instructor Gti,i des ..
,

.

.1, ., .
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(2) Require that an Outline of InstruC'tion/Instructor
Activity Page be created for each major deMonstration: the Instructor
Activities column of this page-spell. out exactly what ttie.;instruetOr is
do in this specific demonstration.

h. Prbvide -detailed ;--' Nidell ries :...to .; ins'tructional systems:,
des-ignek YOn how to identify when;distributed 'practice ;is needed, , and fibw.' to "
create materials-, to support .di.StiAiteVpracticet ,.-,...:.,.',

:.
... . ,

. . ,
... , .. ...(1) dir'eet'. instructional ' systelifs--' designers .. o'-- -bui.:1d,.. -,

:d4stnib-Uted practice exercises far-that subject matter not normall,yusied in',',,,. _lessons SubseqUent.to.- its . initial pies= tation and add this guidance, to,

.-NA,YEOTRA' 1.'10- (serig): under the , headin "reduce forgetting.: by , providing
,'Pe&todic opport unity to.wrecal 1 and practi - infr'eqUentW.Us'ecr'niaterial,.11

-,." i. Dir'eCt; instructional sys iems designers o ravide each-
student with the -,o-ppoitunity to pra tice t e newly:acquired job skill's ,.in a

'''siniblated or modl work ehvironmen . This should be the final phase job
training,. and .students ,should hot. e allow d leaqt 'until - .certified' that
they can perform the , work , described .t e; tudent prof i le..

(1) Modify section 3.5.2, InStrUctionaFMaterials for-
Courses, and section 3.6.3, Learning Center Instructor' (LCI) ,Guide, of

..R.AVEDTRA. 110 (series). to include directions 'sir-''desgning exercises' in. . .,-Simulated work -environmenfs, and guideline's to 7initructors and . students forrcarrying out these exerciSes. Sample materials,.should be intluded., - - ,.:

, (2) Modify paragraph Comprehensive Test,' of.
NAVEDTRA 110 (series to specifically stateswhich-,oart of thee.
test, 013, when possible, be a ,job,like,perfor,mance test in simulated or ,
model 'Work-YenvironMent, and that' students not be they,pass
this perfoi'mance test.

3: More alternative methods and materials need to be develOped
'for. CCIs to priscribe for students failing to show mastery under the primary
method of instruction in if-- course.' Such ';:',"cbrrectives" should include
sound/slide 'packages, books, , and articles keyed ,to particular areas

\student 'difficulty in the course, microcomptiter-based CAI diskettes,
counseling-by subject7matter experts, assignment of advanced' students as
tutors, and a longer school -'.

k..' .instructors and supervisors in prerequisite courses:
with information concerning former . students' performance in upper-level, vcours.0§.

1. NIntroduce more instructor, accountability.---, for students' --
acadedfc ,succes into the training system. Make instructors' names a
permanent part...otf, eV:pry, student's record.

, ., ,2....- Com are the effectiveness/efficiency of the 35 Navy' "P;"-"C," and
"B" courses ,e amined in this ,study using course specific data-from the -TAEG

;,modelincremental' costing odel and the CNET training appraisal SYstem.- Identify
.,.
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and correct course deficienCies i.n 'acCordance with _NAVEDTRA 110 (series
revisions.; singes ed in recommendation 1.

T '

Ontluct .a:'.Controlled study of the relative effectiveness and
efficiencr of tile, conventional- and --indiYidualized.. instruction 'formats.
Select a moderate throughput course. with suitable curriculum ...for the

>r development of an idealized -program of instru'Etionyunder either of the
formats,. ,,-,Ensure,ltiiat other aspects ,:of course management are sUitable ,for
the assessment. of ,efficiencies. studi-outcornes ,they,
devel opment_of cy regard i ng the_ Us.eof_CIZand_l_I i n NAV_EDIRACOM2cotrses_.

4. Use the projec,ted :life-cycle. cost as, major., factor. in choosing
the main :instructional strategy .(CI II)' new course. When choosing,.
whether' to change the ,instnuctional strategy of an -ongOirig course;. use \\
incremental costing techniques. .
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APENDA A
.1

'COURSE DESCRIPTION FORM WITH SUMMARY STATISTICS

This is the questionnaire sent to course manager;
in the initial part of ,the study. The response categories
are filled- in with summary"statistiCs from the 62 course;;.;,.,
shown in table 2. All numbers at'e freqUencies, except -

where labelled as mean (M)':oi- standard deviations (Se').
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;\ > COURSE DESCRIPTION FORM

The Training Analysis: and Evaluation. Grciup ,(TAEG) -.'is,-;continuing, its,

study' of variations in .individal i.zed- instruction' for the Chief of Naval
. Education and Traiscing (CNET),. Iri 'the present phase of the-,project,..it, is
necessary to obtain\ a description o.." current practices. Accurate responses`:necessary

.

tO the questionsthatfollow--wi-1-1--beusef,u-lin- understanding and improving
t

the learning enVironment of future Navy men and women,
,.

-

Please have the persons most familiar with your course fill outtile"
.questionnaire. 'Describe' the . course as it presently is being taught;
iTgardless of your plans to revise or change it. :ny to be as objective and , .

factual as possible in your answers, even when the question seems to require
a subjective judgment. It ',shouldn't take much .more than a half -hour.
Completed forms should beq.eturned to:

Director -

-Training AnalysisYand Evaluation Group
Department of the Navy
Orlando, FL 32813

If there are any questions concerning the project, please contact:

Richard M. Evans
Training Analysis and Evaluation Group
Awtovon 791-5673

Catalog number)

(Title of course..:)

(Location)

,i-CDP. number) -
.(Type)

(Name and rank of person responding (Autovon number

(Job title of-person responding)

43.

el;
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Do you ,record ,contact hours as .well 'as Calendar days to

41 completion for indivIdual studentsq- (Circle). . .

' ..(34

If- Yes,. where,. are these, data maintained?

no,
.28)

( 6) Students' Self-records.
Master' record,' files in, the training office.

Hard cards.in each classroom:

In a student academic record book.

(-- In the computer memory.
.("4") Other (please `1-iit):: t',

(44'-1):`.

-,(10-2)

:' Is this, course, in shifts? If yes, hoi'many_ per day . (,5..3)

\ ^ '

J } f o i l many hours in a typical class day i,n:this course?. -. '.:- (M=7.38),
(SD=.82):

Plow many learning minutes are th,re in a typical. class
.

,(M=51'.;31)'

(SW50) -
, .

break time included your recorded class ht :hours? . . yes no

(39. 21)

6.. Can individual students determine When.breaks will ,.-pccUr?. yeg no
(49..13)

7. Doe$ remediation time -add to 'the recorded class.
hours'l if it -ocCurs over and above normal class time? . . no

'(.23 38)

. What is the average number .of working days to .11

completion of this course? . . : . . . . .(M=34.89)

(SD=29.90)

. At,/ many average working-iday§, do your faSter,students.',, -

take.to complete ?. . '. . . . .. . . . . :. . . ... . . . .(M=26.56),

. .., ',., .. (so-72473)`.
-..

How many average working days do your slower students

-take to finish? (M-436.49)

.
SD=30.07

11. How many modules (or lessons) are there in thi.s course?. .(M=19.00)

(SD=19.20)

12. How many days 'do students generally spend until attain-
ing mastery on each module?. . . . . . . . . .(M=2.31)

(SD=2.14)

13. ,After how many failed examinations Would a student in this
course be (list the number of failures next to any acti.on):

(M=1.00) Given within-class .remediation or corrective activity.

(IT-7.7)) Given outSide-class remediation or corrective activity.
(M =2.1) Sent to an academic review board.
(M=0.53) Other 41-ease list):

45



14.- What is the criterion for mastery in each lesson or
.: ; . Lir 1;1. Al . 'At ' module?

.(M=80.66): ,be'rcent
(15=21.48): "it

. About-how many students aChieve Criterion on `,-...-
.

.,, the first attempt, in 'most modules or leisons?, .-,.. ;.(M-72.65) percent

C

16 In, general, do you 'feel tfrat the recommendatiqns
made by instructors to academic review boards; with

(SD=32.61)

. '

regard to.?,4ropOirig pr settinTback stddents, are'
fol lowed? . Agree. e. .0 r

- . A)

1 . What is, your estimate of the percent of students sent to:
',academic review boards whb are:.set back?. . . . .(M=26.82) 'Percent

(SD=37,..35)

8. Estimate of the percent.orstudents sent to academic - .-
"review ,boards who are dropped from school (M-24.58) pereent

(S.1)=.33.49)

. Does' this. course 'require a comprehensive
end -of- course examination ?. . . . .

;.
Can students fail .their course because of a low compre-_,
hensive exam score? . . .... . .... . . . yes no, -9'

(32 23)
21. For the following instructional management functions in

the classroom or learning center, indicate (by a check)
how it is performed: .

Instructor .Computer, Both'

,AssignMenV.'ofIlearning material

ConipOsilig :exams 'f

Administering exams

Scoring exams

. Prescribing, remedi ati on
correctives

Record keeping.

.4

. 3.

: 8)

2)

4)



For, .the instructional management functions in the
laboratory, indicate (ta check)' how: it is perforMed:

Instructor. .Computer

.Assignment of learning material
-

.

Composing exams.

"Adthikistering. exams

Scoring exams

Prescribing remediation or
.correctives

Record keeping

(43

(44

(44-

,(45

(.40

Eitimke_the perderfttime that each (4' th
course' (must idd up. .to

(ttliiaLiL1111)
(' 5.00: 11.18)
( 5.82; 10.14)
( 35.76: 34.g-6)

2.44; 5.M
, 2.24 4%2I)
29.90; 24.82)
1.31. 3.73)

'Lecture.

Discussion.
Classroom demonstratlon.
Self-study of reading: materials
.Tutoring. i;
Films or television:,tapet..

Laboratory exercise* demonstrations.
Other,, (pl ease 1 ist) ;

in the classroom.'

24. List the different-ways this course has to teach the-same
objective§ (such as the summary, programmed instruction, and
narrative mentioned in NAVEDTRA 110)?

(M=2.081 SD=1.41)

Estimate the percent time spent' ih;classroom_selfzstudy that is
devoted to readihg the _following ,types:'; of Materials (must add
up ,to 100) t

(M=14.35; SD=25.27) Student guides.
( 36.61* 3I.88) Modules with summary, narrative, and programmed instruction

(such, as per NAVEDTRA 1-10)
12.92) Other programmed instrtidtion.2.60
24.4 rkl-landout-s prepared by school

19.18). EqUipment technical manuals prepared by contractors.
117.53) Other (pleaSe list):

26. HOw many instructors are assigned to your' average
..,-claSsroom Or learning.center? . ..

( 15:48;
( 8.79;
( *6.26-

.44

...
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How many,students,are assiOed to your average
classroom or learning center? . . . . . .. .
How many` .PlowbaCks.; or. proctors are'7.4signed'
per room a ove? . ... . :, . . ,, . . -..;

, - . ,

29. How:many full-time managers and administrators- are assigned
to this course 2. . ._: . ._. . .. . ..,....... ..,-.,,:.(:

.. M=2,6'.5000=38:45

(M=0.35; SD=0:70)

What percent: of., the in tructor' s 'day is spent in..
training Of,.,,generfil military subjects pr discipline? M=3;89; SD=Er;02)

31: What percent of this course AS. "self-paced":1 SD=45.13)

324, What percent' of tfii.S.41.irse:1v:"loCk-step" instruction?.. (M=42.87; SD=45.,51)

33. Do you use ASVAB sco'res,;,orGCT-n. order to get,,a
-predicted' Completion.tiMe foi. your students irithis
course? .804. *to.. 11,, %..

34: Are students assigned to special course materials
'based'on, some sort of Ttitude:sc,ore? . . . .. ..... yes no

, ( 3 .59)
35:-. What is the average number of working days holding time ;:

for students awaiting instruction in this course? :; . (M=1.18; SD 2:77:)

36. Estimate the percent - of working time spent each 'of the
following activities , for personnel awaiting .instruction (must
add .to 100):

,

General preparatory. skil,ls, such as.'-math or readili
Course-related activity.
Military training.
Guard, mess duty, etc.
Other (please

.
37. How do` students here learn, how well 'or poorly they are doing?

. yes' no
(16 :.4.6.)

. (46 Omit)

*.: .

(Mechanically, from tests" - n=25)
("From'a personal instructor n=10)
("From any instructor" 7)
( Combination of AboVe n=15)

-k-38. List in order of itportance th`e.niaddrindentives-Students have fOr 'doing _well
this course':(
Ex rinsic.incentives 7.,,,

: 'n,

=B 9)
(Intrinsi6lincentives- . l'77 n=20)
(Combinatiin of the two ,

n
,

39. List actibtiS.;available herefor dealing with unmotivated students.)

(A "punishment-type
("CounSel and Help"
("Special study group"
(Combination of above

response n=18)
n=21.):
n=1. I'

.

45
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List in, the -order of imbortanCe the I:riCentives an instructor has. for
,teaching well here:

(Extrinsic Incentives 14)'

(Intrinsic InCentiires.'.'...,, 41) .4.
,

. Does ever 'student have one instructor w1167:1s

responsible :for his or her total, success Ari.Ahe_
training. program?. Y. . L

4 :; yes no
(25 34)

.,

. Which one-'of -the following ideas best`descrbes.this course?
- .

(29) Thtime'for learning is pretty well fixed, with
stukehts i.frying in the degree of their mastery of
the cdurse. goal s

(33) . The students vary in the working days ,to finish the course,
but the level of their mastery .1,s pretty much the same.

Which one-pf the following bee describes the distribution of
student achievement in this course?

(34). A few students below: average, -:many-'about `aVei'age, . an
above average.

(24),,. More -above averaggr,than below: average" 'quden

( 4) More below average than above average-studets.
S

. Check' the one statement that:,iSi'Closest to the philosophy of. .instructors concerning .student achievement here:
ea

( 9) .If we do a good 'job in giving the' students what they need
there will always be 10-30' percent of the students who just
cannot'.get-a solid grasp of the subject..

If 'we do a good job in giving the students what they need,
We can get almost al l students to learn almost ''anything this
course has to teach.

.Which one of the following b describes the pacing in thiircourse?

(17) All -Students progress throUgh the subject matter: at the
same speed--that of an "average" iiudent.c

(21) Students pretty much dOter-filine their own individual
pace ,i n learning here."

f24)_,___The_ins_tructors_generaLly_require_student s_Lto_mai ntain a_
pace determined by estimates of student abilities and
the difficulty of ,the subject matter.
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46. WhiJzh one of.Ane following best describes atypical
structortiOn course?

(38)- they ,_go to, the student an ask questions , individual ly,
when the student. appears -t be' ''stumped.."

- -
(23) They wait' for students to request the help they

,

.- need '
,

may . .

47. ETINST' 3920.1B, "Pol icy orl(Automat i on, " endorset, automation of .al ,J
education and training functions. Here, we.would, like to know how
this course hes used small,microcomouters in this regard.,--117T% :it.
you do nakt use microcomputers.)

4 \,.

Instructional Use TModeL or- Type,....-

.=.Management '(MicrocoiliOuters) (0);

Delivery (1)

esting (3)

Administration

Other

48. How mahy of the peernahent- personnel in this course are owners of
personal microcomputers?. (Number M=3..43 Type Mode = Microcomputers

,J, (7 Curses)

49. Please ihdicate the number of pe:rsonnel, teaching or supervising this
course who can write programs in such microcomputer TahguAges-as BASIC y-

oe'PasOal." -

Jo

'Nullibee- at .,,,,.

eacW:level of (M=4.33 M=2:50' M=1...17)

Orogramniih9, (9 Courses ..8 Coueses 6 Courses)

.

.

50. .Please Ntt.any special uses of microcomputers in thl.SCourse that
might. be useful in other-Navy:Courses: ...

- _3.

.

(.,:....,

Introductory. - Interme-diate' Agvanced

Thank AU

47
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APPENDIX

STRUCTURED 'INTERVIEW FOR
EVALUATING INSTRUCT IONAL ',MATERIAL

Ttie percent "yes" responses among the 7 CI,

10 MIX, and 20 SP courses are in parentheses

in the left margin as follows:

(ci-411X -SP)

48



STRUCTURED INTERVIEW FOR EVALUATING
INSTRUCTIONAL 'MATERIALS :

Ar.e,,materials_Anatched_to,student.i_s_p0 0r-1 e aen-ing?
.

(0-20-50),

(1440-20) 6

(29-40-45)

(14-40-55)

0 Pretest to determine if prerequisites are known.'

Pretest to determine if. student- already has mastered
lesson ;material's.

Prerequis'ites.for a lesson are taught inpreilious leSsons'.

Alternate foras of material exist-to accommodate
variations in student aptitude., -

(14-30-55)

(640-6

(0710-3.0)

.?488:-7045)

- ,

Remedial material prescribed 'for missed test.questions in
, .

pretest (for prerequisite,knowledge), progresschecks,' and
formal tests..

.,,

,

Material is comprehensible to the typical
-it-,passes the comprehensibility check'.

. .*

Materi al shows how les son is related to prior ..Tearni
(advanCed organizing)...

Material states how student will use this-. inforination on
the jOb; to ensure- the Student knows why he is-stulying.

(71,9040

(43-S0-10)

(4346-65):

Management documents help form student-,expectations for'othe course.

9.: .'Terminat And Enabling Dbjective$ for the lesSon are, provided
to the Student ,

The student copy of thIL course. outqine. clearly ShowS.
Aesson-Sand how,they r late to.-each other.

. The Student is' given a clear description of how Ahe-CourSe
will be cOnduCted.

Management 'statements in lesson give clear directions ,,on how to .study the
mat eri al s 1

0; 0 12.' Overview escribes what lesson is about:
,..,

0
...

1 a .

.13. Each les n presents clear directions to the%Student on
how to use the material. ,

. 6> .

s.

;40-60) 0 14. The student has A, means, tp .record 10.5 prOgress.

49 52
4
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Training. objectives are clear and technical ly 'complete.

T88760.85) 0 ,

The describe -wkat the 'student is expected to
and give (conditions -and standards.

, -
Information is organized and formatted fOr ease of use.

do,

'Knowledge Objectives:

16. All information needed for-objective is concisely stated: 4

one' place.

17. All note- essential informatitaj-ls. excluded.

!18.. Inform'attOn is displayedAti>blocks.
Blocks have names or .

(57-80r7 19. Verbal l-information is presented with 'words; visual
nformatiOn is presented with graphics.

Performance Objectives:

(.43-7040) 0 0 20. Steps and describe in'order.

(0-10-30) 0 0' 21. -Rules are presented to: `guide performanCe:,

(29- 30 -35)

(71-90-25)

(43-50.15)

,r--; (43-80-20). 0

22. Explicit safety precautions are presented.

23. Demonstrations are given.

24.. DenionstratiOris coVer range of applications.

25.. -Medium for demonstration allows students to sibp,
repeat,' and skip ,forward 'and backward.

MeMory aiding presentation techniques are used.

0 26.4 Mnemonics.

';27. ;' Chunking..

28. Memorable graphics.,

, 0 -29. Emboldened. key words.

(0-10-10)' 0

(0 -0 -20)

(0-10-30).- 0

(14-20.40) 0

(57-70-75)s.

(14-80-75)

111;0 PARTICIPATION
.

0 30. " Students are directed to praCiice.

0 0 31. Material§ are provided for practice...

0 JO '32. Only information found in lesson presentation
practice.
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(57-80-76) 0 0 33. Practicesproblerk are consistent with objective, test
,items andlessonlpresentation.

(43 70750) 0 0 34; Skills presented=tand practiced-in one lesson are called
up arld Practiced in a series ofssubsequent lessons.

(24-40-35) $5.. Materials are pr vi ded for diiributed'practide...

(43-8045) 0 P actice expreises provide knowledge bf.results.,_

(29-70-45) 0, 0 37. Practice_exercises guide remediation.

IV 'XIARNI0EMENT.'

.'The material contains re, inforcfng-Statemen'ts to be,displayed''

tothe'student.'1,4fter he has successfully completed a .block
,of instruction.

(57-60-60) Students get 76'percent or more of t e.progress 'check and
test items correct.

(Mark here if item 35 is checked.: "Practice exercises
.PrPOde knowledge of results."

FEE68ACK

Types,0 Tests:

Progress- Checks':

(29-70;90).: 0. 00 40,' Written.

(29- 60 -60) 0 0 41. Performance,

Module 'Progress Tests:

(71=80-90 0 :0. 42. Written:

(29-90-70): 0 0 43% PerformanCe.

Comprehensive mithin'CoUrse Tests:

(14-10-40) 0 0 44. Written.

(14-20-35) 0- 0 .45.. Performance.

,Final Comprehensive Test:

(88-40-65) 0 -0 46. Written.

(14-60-30) 0 0 47,. Performance:

51

r' 4

o is

r.



.Scope of Tests.

'N

(71A0-65). . Test 'items exist to measure achieyement

Structure of Test Items/Answers.

0 ,49. Test Atems, are consistent with learning objectives.-

0 50... Correc answers_to missed itemsare_presented to students.
-

0 51. Test items pass the comprehensibility check.

0:1780'45)

(71_7_,904_0)

:( NO data)

f .each.objective:

. .;

(43-50-60)

CORRECTIVES'

0 52. DfreCtions.On,hoyeto, study material on .missed are

.iteriL49' is cheCkedCorrectipnsWers to
e,pretented. to .students.i.1-
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COMPREHENSIBILITY. CHECK
:l

From each set of instructional materials, randomly,selett .3 narrative'
passagei' Of' about 500 words each, and Conduct a CRES analysis on thes&passages.

Less than 05% awkward.or undesirable wordS,

Less than 10%: long Sentences--

Nolists in long sentences.

;Not, higher than 10th reading:.. rade leyel (12th 'for highly:
techniCal material),

B.
_ \ ,

:TedikOthe'exqrejise,.pd test items in "the ,instructional materials, randomly.
select 20 questiohs fi0-4110-1*;ple choice; `10 T/F,Jf (JOSible),..:and analyze them.,
using a modified CRES

..

1. 'In multiple chofee questions:

Not more than:25% of the...Correct .answers are the lOngest

.

iNo queStiOnsjlagged as'having.nappropriate-4swert.

No repetitive words and phrases in answers.

Double negatives'are not used.

Not more than 15% of test item alternatives are more 'than ?2-
words.

Reading: ,grade level of test items does riot exceed tip 10th grade
for highly technical material).

2. In true/false questions:

0 0 Not more than 15% of questions are more than 22 words4

No negative 'wording in questions.

No complex questions "either... or; "neither..
"or").

Reading Ocde level of test items does not exceed the
(12th higKly technical material).

.nor, .and,

v1,0

'10thArade.



APPENDIX

QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION QUESTIONNAIRE

Data' are recorded from 37 courses in final sample:
, --

Group 1: 7 Conventional instruction,courses (CI) n=1,46

Group 2: 10 Mixed,(5 - 90%) Courses (MIX) n=210
1G1.9up 3: 20 Self-Paced (SP) n=958 '

Questionnaires scored 1,,to 9. Group mean is indicated on the

scale with alpha probabilifiese"from oneway ANOVA. -Number total = 1,314

cases from 37 courses at 9 locations.
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This questionnaire was designed by-the Training-Analysis and Evaluation
Group to provide a snapshot- of feelings concerning current instruction.
Your responses to the questions will become part of a pool of responses and
will not be trac able to you after they are entered, into the computer. No.

student, instruc r, or supervisor decisions related to reward or promption
may be made on t e basis of your answers here.

Name Of Course Being Rated

Location

Check one Student Instructor ?Supervisor

s.

OW many.::` (modules) ip:this course?
.

r
rot- students:. - How many l es sonsAmOdules y have (you. complethe-
DIRECTIONS:

,

Drawa :small. vertical line through the point on the
scale that best SumMarizeslOur'answer'to the question.,

For example, the response to the question:

you feel today?"

! Good

.'conveys the notion that you feel pretty good. The'i-emaining
questions are .harder. Please try to answer every question.
The summarized information from hundreds of these question-
naires'will be,a guide for the improvementof Navy

,

instruc tion:
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How often.dp you find course materials here to be written as if
students have certain skills or knowledge that they, in fact; do not
have?

2. For most students, the reading level of lesson materials in this
course is

Difficult 1

CI- P -MIX
1 Easy.

,

3. To what-extent = is review of-previously-learned material
course?

Much 1

SP-WX-CI

4. Prior to enrolling in 'this, course, most .students' attitude about
school learning was

Poor
MIX-Sr-CI

1 Good.

n my knowledge of the average abilities of studerits here,
-eithem as *

CI-r-LX-8P
vqraehievers 1 f U i Underachievers.

6. Students' study habits are improved by this course

Much 1
1 Little.

Befor'e students can take an''examination here,.to what degree must
convince their instructor that they are ready for it?

they

r

How.. well is thanformatiOn to be learned in this course presented in
the study materialt?,

4 Good.

course the learning okjectiveseem very

Poor

Specific1 ,
Tl.

. To what degree does an instructor assist in getting and, holding.
student's attentiori,t0.4heinstru6tIonal'mAel"falV--::-

1 VagUe:
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11.. To what degree are the instructors -in this course expert in the
subject ?'

LoW,1
SP W !,

I Rrigh.

12. The course materials help students know where they'areAin the course
and what they are to do next.

MIX-SrCI
Agree I I

I Disagree,

13. What-proportion-of-the-instructor's day seefft-- to be spent instructing
individual students': in this course?

SP- -MI1X
All of it -1 1 None of it.

,What.proportion of the instructor's Oyit .seemed.to, be spent giv -ing
'directions or ihformation to studentt?

MIX=SP-CI
Little 1 1 Much.

15. It seems as if most of the information in this course comes by
SP-MIX I

Printed materials..-! C I
1 Lecture.

or demonstration

.

16. CoMpared to other courses, the amount of time between presentation of
a lesson and the practice of its skills here seems ..

CI-MIX-SP
"Long 1- il i 1 Short.

17. The lesson materials clearly describe why it is important that
students learn the information presented in the lesson.

CI- IX-SP
I 1

Agree 1
I Disagree.

18. -' In tnitourse, what aMountof the student's.day,is spent in:
constructive; Use of time-An-eourteiattiVit

CI
.Little'l

rrix4

g time between arrival-on base 4nd.the
course- preparatory activity?

XlIfSR
1 tow.

usually spent beyond the tcheduled

19. To' what degree is the,wait
start of this course used

20. How much

High 1

study time do students
academic workday?

Much I rSP I:Little.

21. The course lesson materialt here students interest for

MinUtet' ours.
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ethqds Used in this. .course seem22. To what degree do the teachi
appropriate?

CI-MA-SP
igh I

I 11
I Low.

23. H w easy is it for a student to daydream in this ._.course?
,

CI SP-MIX
Nardi . 1 Easy..

24. Generally, the kind of pacing thk most_students_do_best_under_is

Instructor-pacing J
,

MI VCi

I
P

I Self-pacing.
.

,

25. To what degree dan,Students. here progress at their own rate?,

Low I
Cil -.M. I.X7SP

.

.
t High.

To What degree does ,an instructor determine the rate students progress
through this courser

.

4
SPIX

Low I High.

27. Compared to other ,coursesi how'mach tithe d6 students here spend
. .

practicing the things they ;have learned?

.

I

MI X-riC
Less; I More.

To what degree do the practice land lab activities of this course seem
like Work'you may Someday have to do?

High 1-

29. Practice activities will help students
when they get to the job.

Agree I-

30. The lesson materials proyide-studeks herewith the chance to practice
using what they have learned

MIX-C -SP
Seldom I

Low.

o remember course material

! Disagree.

31.

. 1

How enthusiastic are the instructors about the subject of this course?
Crif-StP

I Little.

To What degree do the instructors, seem to be recognized by their
s'uperVisors because they give a lot of individual help to students?

-SP
Low.

,33. :Instructors here seem.to believe that all. students can learn the
°subject matter.

HAgree.

58
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34. .to what-degree do the.instructors here work to ensure that all
a) 7

. students do, in fact, learn? ,--
e, CI- I

- ,
$ High 1

'Students see the information in this course-; for their
ivilian tareer. -

Disagree 1

MIX--MSP
!Agree.

as quickly as passible seem
36. The incentives for finishing this

'

Great tt

course

future

l Small..

37. Graduates seeithis course.as AmpOrtant to4heit military career.'.,

: .

SP- IX -CI
,I 1

Disagree 1 rAgree

,.. ,. .

38. How highly would'you expect students-to.recommend this course to
others?

Little 1

SP-MI T=C177-
1 1 Highly. ,

39: When''StUdents do poorly-on a test, towhat degree-is corrective work
allowed? .

PI
Great 1

1 Smai1.7.

.42.".°0
40. .The amount of' testingAn this course seems to .too

Much 1-

SP-Mr-CI
uch .1 Little.

. How often:can siudents.retakean examination; should they fail?'

Neyer I
MiX-ISP.'

4 Many times.

42. Testing in this course occurs almost

Pailyi III V Weekiy.-.

he tests here really measure how well students know what the lessorL
terials teach.

Disagree 1 P-H-MI X
I Agree.

4 . :ToNwhat degree does the instructor become involved with students after
4 they ,take a test?

11 1

I High.

45. It ,seems to,me that the amount of time allotted for relearning after-
.

faiture.to pass qn examination-As too

Little
;MIX
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o .)

46. -Compared to other courses, civilian or military, how ImThic do the
instructors here seem to be. aveilable_to help students?

.

SPCI IX
" 1: Little Much.

47. To what degree do students take individual corrective` activity in this
classropm, if they should fail an' important examination?

High
MIX SP CI

aL___

In this course, students who fall behind are, se# back to a later
class.

Disagree I SPIMIX

When students miss terms in practice exercises
availability Of the materials for restudy.

_ .MIXICri7SP
Good I

Agree.

and teits, the

r
50. Following failure of an examination, how many different weys of

learning the material are. there available?

N
CI-7XSP

None 1
1 Many.



APPENDIX D

MEAN VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE,(;Total df.x. 1313) OF
THREE VARII ON QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION QUESTIONNAIRE

(These are the numerical values for
the scales plotted in appendix,C.)
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4

TABLE D-L'. MEAN VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THREE
VARIATIONS OF MACROS 50 QI QUESTIONS

1

2

6.38
6.36

6.28
7.16

.

6.10
6.57

3 5.36 5.59 564
.4 6.06 5.52 5.57

6.01 5.64 5.43
6 5.81 5.88 ' 5.45
7 4.24 4.75 4.484"

8 6.99 7:18 . 6.38
9 7.67 7.17 6.83
10 L 7.51 6.35 5.99

11 7.82 7.83 7.58
12 6.76 7.19. 6.84,

v.13
. 5.85' , 5.34 5.89

14' 6.86 5.52 5.89

15 3.84 7.79 ' 8.06
.16 5.37 5:74 6.39
17' '(6.88 6.42 5.93
18 6.92 7.24 6.99
19 6.08 6.05 6.64
20 5.08 3.99. 3.98
21 6.21 5.51 5.40
22 7.00 6.23 6.04
23 6.14 3.41 3.51

24 3.62 .. 5.78 5.83

25 3.99 7.20 7.34
26 6.64 5.10 4.64
27 5.92 5.19 5.35

28 7.73 6.94 6.46
29 8.16 7.92 7.50
30 6.26 5.80 6.33
31 7.55 6.72 6:48
32 5.64 5.43 5.18.

33 7.44 7.54 6.78
34 7.58 7.14 6.79
35 6.32 i 6.04 6.72

36 6.31 6.76 6.46
37 7.89 7.30 6.88
38 7.12 6.49 6.09
39 6.51 6.74 6.73

40. 5.38 5.43 5.59
41 3.20 5.34 6.14
42 6.78. 7.16' 7.83
43 7.01 7.08 f 6.75

*ft.s;.---not significant'

n.s.
.01.

n.s:
.05

.01

.05-

ft.'s..

- .01

.O1

. 01

.01

.01.

n.s.

..01

. 01

.01

.01.

.01

.01

.05

.01

.01

n.s.,"

.01

.01

.01.

n.s.

41
.01

n.s.
n:S.
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.

TABLE DI. . MEAN VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THREE'
VARIABLES II ACROSS 50 Q110ESTIONS (continued).

. ,

uest4tp .CI MIX SP ANOVA p

ti

44 6.49 5.49 5.47 .01

45 4.60 5.03 4.59 .01

46 7.35 7.38 6.37 .01

47 6.12 6.77 6.54 :05

48 4.23 6.03 7.28 .01\1

49 6.95 7.36. 6.84 .01

. 50 . 5.92 5.92 5.95 n.s.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

HISTORICAL'.

The conversion of Navy instruction 'the° individualized learning
center.,activity ;that is the subject of this .report has antecedents in the
beginning of recorded history. Brubacher's° A Histor of the Problems of
Education (1947) gives -a number of precedentsfor mo ern. trilling methods,
among them: the sorting of 'student-SThq o were to beCome the philosophers,
warriors, .or artisans based on individual differences in mental talent,
described by Plato; 'the advocacy of different teaching methods for differing
student natures by . Quintillian; and, more recently, the 191.9 , Dalton,
Massachusetts, plan allowing students to progress at their own rate, and
Carleton Washburn"s indiitidualized'"Winnetka_Plan" in Minns also. in 1919.°

. .

The efficiencies sought today by accounting for individual haman
sdifferences in learning were foreseen by Tennan over 1;'i years ago:

,. .

-If-the qifferences are found due in'themain to
controllable factor§ of environment and training,:then,
theoretical they., can be. wi ped- out by.; i ate
education procedures.:-prOcedures_Vhich it :would : then be,
our duty to provide. -. Oli the:othet:hand, if they are
primarily due tO ff 'then
the duty of the -schoOl .

'differentiated training which wfli.Pctagethes;e- native
differencks into acr..o.unrerman; 1928) ;.

THEORETICAL

This was the thought that was particularly attractive to trainers in
the -1960s who found the need, to teach a widely divergent group of
individuals to successfully pursue highly conver§ent learning objectives.

' Prior to this time reSearchers dealt with individual differWiices as the
within- imp variance in their experiments. ,This variance was the "error
term" 1 their F and t. ratios. Good experimental design sought to maximize
the gro p .Variation urTdergstudy, control, tie extraneous sources of- variance,
and mi imize the' error variance (due td indistidual differences in the
subject or learners) (Kerl inger, 1973). suc experimentation

'confounded the differential effects of ,individual differe es. Strategies
of .schooling based on this research made matters worse by phasizing the
very differences that were such ,.a problem for the grouO-based, methods in
use..

The untangling of the relationships between methods of 9instrtiction and
ways,of learning has ,s more recently_ occurred in investigations of Habtlity-
treatment interactions" (Bracht, 1970; 'Berl iner . and Cahen, 1973) .
Theoretica,11,y, the more we know, about hovti various indiOduals learn various

ofc'thi.ngs to be learned the better the learning- environment can be
-41CiCOtrci1led, and the less the "error" term in a teaChing or learning

experiment. The more treatments an instructional . system has available to :-
.teach a given task, the more likely'it will have an efficient-and $effecti

: 65: 6-3



method to reach an individual of a given ability. TO extend this logio, if
' we',had enough ways: of adapting our methods of instruction to a given ability
student; the variation of human achievement shOtild" approach zero--that is, te.;
almost anyone should be able to learn most anything.

. ,
Fundamental's of such learning were first described by Miller andDollard (1941) in an early theory of:teaching. Their identification of

drive; cues, responie, and reward was a forerunner to much of the later'identification of the behavioral. characteristics of teachingmost
importantly _used_by___Car_roll_(_1963) 2-AndthenBloom(1968) . Most of thecurrent efforts in individualized instruction have philosophical roots in

"A Model of School Learning" (1963), which asserts.,

Degree of Learning Time Spent
TiirerVeYdreir.

"Time spent" is furtheF,' differentiated with "time allowed for learning"
and "time the -learner is willing to 4,Spend," or ,perseverance. The "time
needed" is also brokeri dok to that requited because of the students'
aptStude, "ability to understand instruction," and "quality of instruction"
(01). Thus, this model final l" becomes,

-Time Allowed X0,1 e-willing to- spendDegree of Learning ' f
nif IC QT.

. .

The development of these formulas is expanded ifi Block and Burns (1977).

Benjamin Bloom (1968)' reasoned that by optimum presence of the
variables under the school's -control- it would be possible for-- almost all
students to attain levels of achievement heretofore attained by only a' few.
The application of this reasoning was called "Learning for- Mastery.". This
notion was well suited for a- military training environment-if under fixed,-
time instruction students varied in the degree of mastery, ',and-. if
achievement variance -around a given criterion for mastery is undesirable or
coSl, then Bloom's system fiked the Jevel-of mastery allowing.. students tovary in the time taken to learn. This idea became,a-.'philosophical basis for
much of the so-called "self-paced" course-development introduced in military
instruction during the 1970s.

Blocim (1974) has furtherLtcasoned that the apparent variation in human
intelligence, aptitude, and achtevement is based on norniS : reflecting the
elapsed ti have lived, or elapsed time .e:iposjd.,to schooling,
or elapsed ttme studens- have., studied particular subjects. Such varia-tTo-n -,is difficu4;to examine, in absolute terng. It, is more "useful ...to relit,e,itY*3.
to a -1:4)(...ed criterion of attainment pr achievement... Bloom approximate%this '.variation As a ratio of 5, I in studenttime to mastery 'under a

4,.... -1/4;,learning .0onditions-:.Saidr, another way, the learnirtg ;;;fime requiried-1"413.6w :4,_,-.;:-..learners at the beginning of a course is about five times that of tb.'.:.4.10.V.;;.?.^`".;,0-..
learners.. Purthermore, when you eliminate.the , wasted time and vohksider ' i,

r ...

.elapsed time on task, this ratio is- reduced- to 3 to, 1. .Finally,.. BrOom'-has ,4.
0 .. 4..observed that students nearing Cbmpletion of a- Course taught by master

methods differ,,,ory about 1.5.to 1. wa ...,
. -4,2--4.',

ir - - . - , '''t...20,'
A

S
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.tfrAnderson (1976) investigated the magnittide and stability 'of 'bathe
individual differences in. elapsed time- and time on task and tfine..;rto
criterion. He found that rate of learning defined in both ways was
alterable, much as, Bloom (197.5) later hypothesized in . a, fully .developed
th ,,of school learning (see figure E-1). Prominent in this 07,ddR is

", e of learning" as a dependent -variable, in keeping with the
at44grtion that in a given subjedt: t4gght with Mastery Learning siti7atghks,
the rail eof TIM° between' "srow".nd "fast" learners" should dimimsh<

CHARACTERISTICS

Figure E 1..,Majorri4riables in the Theory of School Leathinrg
'(after Bloom, k97.6).

., .
Taken separktelye Bloom asserts ,' 'that Cognitive- Entry Behaviors

(intelligen and experience).- account; for .5-0. per,qent of, the variation in'
'school achievement;, Affective Ectrk-Behavilirs Ottitucteg about -learning}
account for. °25 percent,' and Quality'.of "Instruction accounts for 25 percent
of this vari at i onf... The interactive combination of . :these th'ee major
variables.' accounts.' for about -90 '. percent of - school -achievement. Since.
cognitive and 'affective-entry,.. behaviors' are nearly. inalterable during the
length of me t coursesi in the .Navy, we will deap primarily with those
elements that are Bloontiledry destr4bes- six elemerits that are present
iA'-qutlity instruction.. ,i1httiy, were ,explained in the ,definitions section of
this paper .as'--prerequi.Sites; cues, participation; reinforcement, feedback,
and correctives. ,

*4.1'... . , . .

These 'elements' Or quality instruction were discerned by looking at the,
ideal 'teaching ;,alid learning situationr-the tutorial. The tytarial is
perhaps the easiest situatioi1 to provide foi...the foregoing six elements of
quality instrution.-,The task2'of Navy instructional developers is to try to

-=,



design these ideals of the*one-to-one student/irrstructor situation
many-to-one situation. .1;

QI VARIABLES

- The kind. of individual izing that takes place',Ofra, giyen instructional
context depends .onv the numbor and kinds of tools that ire available in the
instructor's kit. flatLick, ,et al. (1980) -6b.nducted,,an extensive review of
the literature on' -t,he 'Subject and postulated eight Sucli:Control ling factors_.:
Cl) time ava2t,latatc; '(2) instructional personnel; (3) facilities; (4) manage- .

ment, (5). Stiitlent population characteristicS; (6) course- content /task types,
instructional methods, and (8) rnedi a/rnateri al s/devices. Fronk these,

ePOOposed .a four-dimensional model for classifying and describing models
The b ic dimension's were objectives, time proficiency, and

instructional t, tmenteach of whicii could be fixed or variable.
Supposedly, tours s Could then be assigned to one of the 16 categories of
this 2x2x2x2 model for compelson. , Salient conclusions frorn their'
literature revtew were: that II is not a precise term that ther4 are many
approaches. to II, and that there are few fundamental differences. among
Zurrents-approaches to indiVidualizing.,

A study of the effeCts of cueS;.".particiPation, and corrective feedback
instruction looked at 54 studies involving 700 classes (Lysakowski and

Walbergi,e.,1982): The characteriStiCs of over 14;000 students of these
class'es-- suggested large-- and consistent effeCts of instructional' Cues,
part iCipation; and Corrective feedback for learning in 'natural settings,
such as in a typical claSszoorn. The authors concluded that their. analysis
strongly confirms the Dol,rd=11iller-Carroll-tiloom- theory that has evolved

into the

during the past four -decades. ) lat
t54

Several studies deal with the-, instructor /student (1/S) ratio and its
effect on achievement.. 'Glass and- Smith (1979) -conducted a meta--analysis of
'80 studies of class size-. with achievement, finding an inverse rel (9.

and concluded that few resources at the command of educators will reliably
produce effects of the size found. Glailis and Smith suggest, for 'example,
that a student who might score at the 63rd 'percentile when taught
indiViduafly, would. -Score at about the 37th percentile in a class of 40,
.students. Van Matre, aet a I . '.(1981) compared 237 Navy BE/E students
undergoing instruction ;with 'a 1/18. I/S ratio and 1/30 I/S ratio.. :They fouRd

. that the larger classig_size may have detrimental effects on student time to
.-mastery,ifavid it.. alsoizmay have an effect instructor administrative
'behavidr.';"71blien, KulAk, and Kul ik (1982) condUCted a meta-analysis of 65
school:'- tutoring programs. Here, tke, tutored students. scored 4iigher on
'examinations and .more positive 'attitudes qtoward-- subject matter. Another
recent study- by Kuliks and: Kulik (1982) looked .at ability grouping as way
tb individualize within a conventional .instnitional environment. ThiS was
a 'rizetaiiarialysis of 52 studies on the Subject; finding a Smalto effect
bukah,,_ effect enough to move a given student from the 50th to '-the 54 h
percentitg in achievement

The meta- .analysis procedure itself was investigated for its rigor in
making conclustont. about class size (Hedges and_Stock, 1983). Using their;

*
-68
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:,.

gown model of efffect size, in, reanalysis, howeyer, did not suggest any'substantialsubstantial changes in the conc.'iusions of Glass and Smith. The authors
concluded. that there is higher -achievement OpettatiorKin smaller classes
and that class size accounts for substantial, Ounts of variation in student
achievement. .

i .i. ,Y#
.:

The importance
.
of th'e effect of It/ 1 ratio found by Van Matre, et . al :Matre,

It supported by 'a ,More re NPRDC study. Johnson- and GrahaM

deterMine the kinds of activit
0.,:':;,ii,.1i I)

ent, initiating factors, 'and time
(1982) .-7keptreCards-TofBof-'-ind:-.- StructorsTh the CMIenvi-ronment to

devoted to each episode., of vity. They found that while jobs
differed .greatly- between -and ° wl. ,Courses .the demands on the learning
center, instructbrs depended on the length: and ''difficulty of the learning
module .and that tradeoffs between training effectiveness ,and. the demands on

z, the instructor have not aliayt- been made. = The striking observation was
that in .. comp9teriZ05, courses most .iri#rti...., S:-.--:swid their - time in ..

-:',146UtinetransactiOn-s4,with the -student. , --4

Ina survey of 255 studentt'and..1.00- fnsfi-iiciailc., --:i.p ..;system at .

San .Diegd = and :Memphis;_...-4RokinsOnr -et dl:;'---.-(4981.3:::::k. nd ;ilia trainees'
attitudes were gener-ally`laiiOrable toward the cmi systeth .while. instructors'
ttitudes were, not -favorable: They alto noted that the :. longer the trainees,.
stayed, i ii the Navy..the ' more their.Pattitug-0 bidame negatiVe .

z,'

Morris; Surber, , .Bijou.BiOi . 1978) ::.iiivestigated the effect , of
procrastination in '75 College students in an :individualized course with 74Jin the equivalent of an IMI course. Thy that 'ev,en though the, "self-
paced" students procrastinated in °Va..e'-'tcourseactivitieWhiTe 'those-. in the
instructor-paced course did not; both:, 4roups scored at',. well in achievement,
retention, and attitude measures. They concluded that. 'although students
procrastinate when free to do so,. they Proceed evenly' through the course
material when given incentives to do so. Finally, .-the.:abthorS remind usthat ". .stu, ents. do not self-pace; they pace accOrding.:to:the conditiont,that control cing'behavioru (p. 228):

A correlatiopal styg,)V9f 385 freshman biology. studetii C'yere under
individpalized; ,',AruidfiVenkional instruction 'found 11Andividual
differences in *triers important. Latti, Dolphin, -and *:0"abe ('1978) found
Tow-ability, high' -test- anxious. :students' do best under, IIespecially
ferules. Whey also found perseverance,- measured by extra .lecture attendance
and extra reported study hours, positively :Telated to performance inolastery
learning strategies; but in Aradftional .,in-struction, this was.'',only true, for
males

Time is, central to the Carroll modeM Centra and Potter (1980)
developed a model depicting their notion of the ";variables .contributing most
to student.learning. One of their variables, Time on -Task, was often cited
in their...review of the literature. They note that it may be overly

-;simplistic -to conclude that achievement increases merely due letth of.
time in school, as many researchers have found. But Centra and Potter warn
that A this is not enough -- concern *must also exist for the quality of time
spent in the learning ;environment. Walberg (1982) synthesized. three'.
National studies of eddeational effectiveness. Although many 'studies show



no significant difference between groups, a "Box Score" of a percentage of -..
studies favorable to the relationship between time old learning is 95

percent positive. To make his, point,: Wal berg suggests that doubling the
time students actual ly condeiitrate on study- might double the amount of
learning.

Block and Tierney. (1974) compared two corrective procedures in -a
Mastery Learning instructional strategy: correction by -redirected -stud_y and
correction in the Bloom method, which was high, in feedback and formative
evaluation. The redirected study correction procedure had IJO effect on the
knowledge outcomes- of the upper diyision historiography course, but the
Bloom-type increased the 'application, scores.

A.-recentrgrevievi_of 13 'studies spcinsorea, by. the Army Research Institute
was concerned with the retention of tasks-- performed within the operati-11'
military envii:onment (Hagman- and Rose, concluded that rete
was' _improved by repeti tionk-diitiliUted- practice, and!=itraining tailored--f-or,
specific environments. It alsisIVOMdect-,,thetilk;Were:-= ho detrimental effects

)-_-= in the use of equipment variety is similar and
repetitions are spaced, and that ,;not universal ly
useful.

-t:
.

Thompson (1980) compared an in :10iv Iii: q ed ,-.mastery.;:sy, of .teaching-;,,. . ..--, .,,,,, ..-
calculus .with a conventional lecture- nyrtecitatiorr...,t, ,rateg3i among
840 Air Force Academy freshmen. Ile faun 4 is in math
achievement, and suggests that' differences f I' iterature. may
be due ,to the inferiority of CI,. rather than the 'superiority. of II, since
the CI courses in his study were thought to ,be well-taught. Thompson
suggests that a, less-prof, g4ional instructor is needed in II, which makes it

-.more -cost-effective. . .* also warns that isSigriment of CItconi-tiOned
faculty to II courses may result- in a loss _of dot). satisfacticin among -'

,, instructors. laiNai ' --;

COSTS ,
,..

TAEG Technical Report. 105-
...

contrasted the ap.erating: casts ,of CMI, -IMF, -.7. = --
.4., and CI in a Navy RM A, course (torey; 1981), showing .nearly :similar animal -_--=

operating costs, but With -15-year cycle roperating costs--favoring Ina: and =

,

CM1. ; While. no : general izations'-were- made. beyond_ the course studfird, the
report did .coricliide- that the -mast- expensive resource ..-in trai-ning' is the
Student populatiOn- -and that .doll ars- .spent in aurriCunm :developriienf show

..1,.,.:

- gieat potential _for-- _payback -in a- -short time.- 'The resort - also recommended -.-
that .farmal :economic analysis be a_ Part of every major ,;.'-'"i's se'-deydlOpment-:= :

_ ..- - _ , 4" J . ,-,,

-.Orlansky , and String- (1979): studied costrefettiieness of --'6onvittter:- -
based instpction in allf of the military_ :They concluded that_' --.-

,.

while 'achievement pip CMI', CAI-, and CI are abaft the- same, that Computer-- .

based r_e-ducat4on sa('es 'about -_30-,_ percent time to mastery over -CI, ;V later -.,,_

studj, Priansky, Stri=ng-,,.. and -Chatelier, 1982) looked at examples of 1-light , -
simulators-, computer-based instruction, and maintenance training simulators

,.;f cost and effectivene'ss_ t4f-th nearly- the same cohclusions-. They also cite -: ,

surrinary fig-ords -giving some indication -of the importance of training to-the
_ -...; ;,. _

. _

t I d, 1
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Department of Defense--a $12.8 billion enterprise in FY 83.
. The time spent

by students, instructors, and others in individual training account for
about one-fourth of the military and civilian man-years'in-COD. About 20

/ percent of ,all military personnel are in schools as students or instructors,
and aboUt76 percent of this effort is initial, training for new service

-.- members.
',,-,

. ...

The various versions Of'indivtdualized4nstructipn nive antecedents ifi
the wisdomof recorded history, with solid roots in the learning theory of
this half century. From the tutorial to the large group presentation, there
are definable attributes of effective instruction that are n9t present in
ineffective instruction. -:-The reconceptualization of school- organization
possible by accepting learning time as a variable allows 'the7.planning of
,instr, ion that can hold levels of performance constant. This allows the
devel -nn of a new philosophy of :training that can retain high- exit
requirements from courses that may not nedessarily have 'control over the
:adility levels of students entering the programs.

.Benjamin Bloom's theory of,' school learnin is seen a the' tacit
philosophical foundatiok, of most military inOvidualized instruction.
Adaptive' instruction accounts for the cogniti4 and, affective entry
behaviors for 'a course by designing instructidn war known levels of
prerequisiles. :.- ,Instructional: quality is Atermined7 bY the presence or
abSence of cues, participation, reinforcement, '' feedback, and correctives.
When ,these six attributes are' optimum for' a, given human -ability, the
philosophy guidins 'Learning for Mastery can assert that all can learn, and
all, will learn. The philosophy asserts tnatit'may -take more time and
effort"' for some an for others--but they 11 learn. 'r

-10
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A MODEL QF INDIVIDLIALIZED,INSTRUCTION

This appendix attempts to sYnthesize that which was learnedlrom a .
review of the literature "an'd thatO/hich was obtained front site visits'end
questionnaires. Figure F-1 is a Vow diagram describing. ideal
individualized instruction. It is consonant with the instructional theories
that provide the foundati.on for mastery learning. It attempts to synthesize
what _was__learned_by_v_isiting_37____NavyLend__Mar_ine_Corpslearning-center-s-and
classrooms. Finally, it assumes that all students who begin the process can
and will learn.

In figure. F-1 the instructional module is the basic unit of analysis.
Stith a module should- be tailored so that it will require an average stq'dent
1 day to master. In this way, oral and printed formative -examinations will
occur often enough to keep the stud,ent.',s-ettention .and require a high degree
of participation. The system-i-s-destgne4 . keep. the student' s mind engaged
with the subjetit-, matter..., Student =s wh afire dy have the skills t.aught in the
module have the a$i.lity to criterion_ and .Move -An to ,'other
instructional Modules", if they can 'denIalisfi.ate mastery. -

The pro ss portrayed in the model is self-correCting. Students pot,
having ,eithe the prerequisites or the maStery. of the module- ..following
practice do of eft, /until thex have the criterion ;-skills. External
intervention may be required when higher authority determines a given

. student is'.; spending too much time in a course, and that the Navy's training
Atelars.tiri.ght: be More effeCtively spent on someone else..

The firtt decision point in , the model 'involves prerequisites.. :-PRQs
importance 'in the model reflects Bloom's (1976) assertion that it-'accounts
for 50 percent of student variation in achievement. The btSic deCigions
concerning the students' possession of PRQ cart-be made with aptitude and

---, achievement tests and/or oral -examination: Tf 'students do, not lave the
prerequisite .cognitive and affective' behaviors and if the instruction itself

-- does not adapt :to these:. deficiencies; they will probably fall learn ?their
tasks. Thus, the instructiondapts to the,.individual by (1) branching to a
task for which the student does- -., have the prerequisites or (2) the
instructional system itself finding the materials, instructor or tutor,:
fiMe, and any otherresources necessary to teach these prerequisites:

Next, the cues are presented- to enable the students to determine_ that
" which they are required. to .learn. As with other quality of instruction,

variables CUE does not necessarily have to follow PRQ or come at any.
particular time As a firttvapproximatign, cues are the terminal learning.
objectives for the module. Later when information is being, presented, cues
aid in learning the .discriminations necessary to acqiiire the concepts or °
other skills involved in the module...

Participation ,(PAR) is the focus,' of all activity within the Model.
Students learn what they do. Thus, PRQ is'.'an attempf to determine, the
students' readiness for ,doing something. ,CUEs let. students know what they ,
are to do. FBK.vgives. students information as to how-itily. are 'doing.. RNF is
supposed to strengthen that which students, .piere And tOR provides_

toalternate ways. for students learn. to go the ular leirning
A of these e ements serve tO7keep thelTAI7g017g,
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Figure, F-1. A.Model of. Quality Individualized Instruction
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Pk.
..

After the prerequisites are assured, it is the occurrent* of
.4.,,,

reinforcements that keep the students' attention to the .cues, the iciiKr .

the .n1P.Y. forms of testing; and the correctives,: Figure F.;.1 ,,', shov,)iRNF
occurring at almost every point.' With some students, leaiming is'itsown
reward.v;, . With others, there is a need for profuse administratjan of
Hattaboys" or even more material reward. Th(s -mo individualized
instruction asserts the importance of RNF, at a number_
act of_instruction. .,

''points in the'

,,,

Feedback can alib occur at different stages in the model through
different media. Usually, FBK is given' by a test, with additional feedback
provided by the instructor following the Jest.? A test is 'defined as any
evaluation of a student's performance. Thus, FBK occurs during and after
examinations, in discussion with- instructors, and-in rap sessions with -other
students; concerning aspects of the course.

4.

. ,
Correctives .(COR) are a forme of remedial activity that'are esSentiarto

ensure that all students will learn. When a studentyfails to demonstrate
mastery after following a particular instructional Sequente, it is incumbent
on both the instructional materials the instructor it o determine the

anclirl

reason for . failure.' '0nce the cause f this failure is diagnosed,
alternative materials are prescribedpr'es ably, these materials will be
more appropriate. to the studerK's specific learning style or skills. Such
alternatives might be chapters in textbooks or technical manuals,
sound/slide presentations, floppy disks _containing micOdcomputer-easedf CM,
or-tutoring by an advanaednstudent. ,,,, d -

The model is intended as a description of the es4ential functions that
need to be -performed in good instruction. It is not or is it intended to
be a prescriptidn of how these functions are to be carried out within the
prerogative of course Managers or curriculum developers. Adequate guidance
for carrying out these functions can, be obtained from the literature and
especially NAVEDTRA 110A witn the modifications recommended .in. section V.
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